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The target if this study was to form a proposal of the performance measurement system
(PMS) and its implementation process for a logistics service provider (LSP). Thus,
suitable PMS frameworks, implementation processes and key performance indicators for
an LSP are studied in this paper.

The study was conducted with a case study methodology and in the case study one LSP’s
national management team and approximately 80 employees of the LSP were interviewed.
Based to the interviews a proposal of the PMS framework, KPIs and the implementation
process was formed.

As a result, the case study proposes the LSP to use Flexible Performance Measurement
System framework (FPMS). PMS’ core measures are financial KPIs and supportive
measures cover internal process, personnel, sales and customer perspective KPIs. For the
PMS implementation following steps are proposed: Defining the main purpose of the
PMS, defining the critical success factors. defining the KPIs, testing the PMS with real
data, adapting the PMS in the management practices and defining a maintenance and
development methods for the PMS.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This paper will study the performance measurement and management from the perspective of
a logistics service provide. The prior literature shows a little knowledge how logistics service
providers execute performance management in detail (Forslund, 2012). Thus, there is a clear
need to study performance management and measurement from this perspective. In this chapter
the reader will be introduced in more detail to the target of study, limitations of the study and
structure of the paper.

1.1

Target and Limitations of the Study

Origins of the performance management may be tracked already to the double entry
bookkeeping practices invented in the 13th century. The performance management remained
relatively the same until the Industrial Revolution, which caused a need to develop new
performance management practices. Since the 19th century the performance management has
evolved in several phases. At first a need to manage workers productive when payment methods
moved from the piece payment to the wage models led to a need to manage workers
productivity. Since then the performance measurement (PM) and performance management has
moved from emphasizing financial indicators to more integrated and balanced approaches,
where topics such as quality, time, flexibility and customer satisfaction have significant role.
Now performance measurement and performance management are present in all sectors and of
industries and commerce. (Bititci, et al., 2011, pp. 1-5)

After reviewing various researches Bititci et al (2011) see various sub-fields of the performance
measurement and management emerged, the performance measurement and management of
supply chains as one of the sub-fields gaining more focus. Forslund (2012) states that Logistics
Service Providers (LSPs) are important in creating the logistics performance of the supply
chains. Yet, it is surprising to find that a little research has been done on how the LSPs handle
the performance management process. Therefore, it is important to study the performance
measurement and management in supply chains, especially LSPs’ perspective. Thus, the target
of the study is to form a proposal of performance management system (PMS) and its
implementation model for an LSP.
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The PMS framework to be used should be defined in order to create the PMS proposal. The
prior literature presents numerous different PMS frameworks, such as Balanced Scorecard
(BSC) (Kaplan & Norton, 1996), performance matrix (Rantanen & Holtari, 1999); (Saari,
2004), dynamic PMS (Laitinen, 2002) and flexible PMS (Pekkola, et al., 2016). But there is a
little guideline how to form a PMS for an LSP due the due the limited available information of
the LSPs’ PM practices (Forslund, 2012). Thus, in the study different PMS frameworks must
be evaluated against the needs and requirements of LSPs. Which advantages and disadvantages
the frameworks have for an LSP?

Finding a suitable PMS framework is merely a starting point for successful use of a PMS. Even
the best PMS does not bring the desired impacts if implemented poorly (Neely & Bourne,
2000). The prior literature presents multiple PMS implemenation models from which some are
focused to implement a defined PMS framework, such as BSC (Kaplan & Norton, 1996, pp.
278-279); (Malmi, et al., 2002, p. 102), and some of the models may be used with different
frameworks (Tenhunen, 2001, pp. 100-101); (Lönnqvist, et al., 2006, p. 104). However, these
models have not been made specifically for LSPs and in the study it had to be evaluated what
type of implementation model would best serve the needs of an LSP?

Defining key performance indicators (KPIs) is an important step in the PMS implementation
process models (Tenhunen, 2001, pp. 100-101); (Lönnqvist, et al. 2006, pp. 104); (Malmi, et
al., 2002, p. 102). KPIs may be defined when the success factors for the company have been
defined (Ukko, et al., 2007, pp. 16-17); (Saari, 2004, pp. 123-124). Therefore, the study must
evaluate what are the success factors for LSPs? Thus, in what areas the company’s performance
will impact the most to the long-term success. Often there is a causality between the
performance and the success (Saari, 2004, pp. 123-124). Hence, in order to define the KPIs it
must be evaluated if LSPs have such causalities and what is the impact to the performance.

To summarize, in order to form the PMS and the implementation model proposal the following
research questions had to be answered:
1. Which performance measurement and management frameworks are suitable for LSPs?
2. Which type of PMS implementation process is suitable for LSPs?
3. With which indicators LSPs should measure their performance?
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Now the target of the study and the research questions related to the target have been described
to the reader. However, it is also important to understand what limitations are used in the study.
The limitations are important to distinguish since the PMS research has evolved to various subfields (Bititci, et al., 2011). Thus, the following paragraphs define which fields have been
deliberately limited out of the study’s scope.
A company’s performance may be divided to the internal and external categories and there is
variation what subcategories belong under which of these main categories. Rantanen & Holtari
define the internal performance to consider performance of different parts of a company and
external performance to consider a company as a whole entity mainly measured by evaluating
the information of provided in financial statements (Rantanen & Holtari, 1999, pp. 11-13). In
this research the definition Rantanen & Holtari have introduced is applied and the research is
limited to the internal performance of the case company.
A company’s internal performance considers multiple levels from business units to individuals
and above the company level is the corporate level (Rantanen & Holtari, 1999, pp. 3-4). Ukko
et al suggest the targets can be set, thus performance managed, on a company, unit, team and
individual level (Ukko, et al., 2007, p. 24). The case company consists of multiple business
units and is a part of multinational group. The research is limited to consider the PMS only from
the perspective on the company level. Furthermore, the research does not consider how the
PMS could be cascaded to the sublevels from the company level as Ukko. et al suggest doing
(2007). The connection to the corporate level comes only from the certain targets which have
been set to the case company by the corporate level. However, the research does not consider
how the PMS could be utilized in the corporation in a broader perspective than in the individual
subsidiary.

The PMS is a management control system and part of a broader control system package (Malmi
& Brown, 2008). This research will focus only researching the PMS as an individual system
and connections to other management control systems, such as rewarding systems, is not
studied.
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The information systems and PM have evolved and linked together (Marchand & Raymond,
2008). Even when the case company’s PMS is closely related to the business intelligence and
dashboard initiatives of the company, the research does not cover the information system
aspects related to the PMS. This research is solely focused to study the performance
management and measurement aspects regardless of the technical solutions and requirements.

1.2

Structure of the Paper

The paper is divided into six sections as shown in the Figure 1: Structure of the paper. The first
section is an introduction for the reader. The purpose of this section is to describe the target of
the study, how the target is derived to tangible research questions which are later studied in the
case study. Also, the section one describes what limitations have been used to define the scope
of the study. The final part of the section one is this chapter describing the structure of the paper.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader a map to the paper in order to help the
readers to find those items which are the most relevant to them.

Figure 1: Structure of the paper

The second section explains to the reader research methods used in the study and what has led
to use these methods. The study has been conducted by using a case study method which is a
qualitative method. Within the case study, a participating observation has been used. The
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section will briefly explain these methods and why the methods were selected in order to
support the reader to interpret the following case study.

The third section is a literature overview. The purpose of this section is to introduce the reader
to the theoretical background of the PMS. The theoretical background starts by introducing
different applications of the PMS. The purpose of this is to help the reader to interpret in which
context the PMS is studied in this paper and in which context the PMS is not studied. Following
the different applications different PMS frameworks are introduced to the reader. This helps
the reader to evaluate what led to utilize the selected framework for in the case company’s PMS.

After the introduction of frameworks, the reader will be introduced to the PMS implementation
models presented in the prior literature. The following case study is written in the order of the
selected implementation model. Thus, it is important to show to the reader a what kind of
theoretical background was used to guide conduction of the case study. The PMS
implementation models often include a step where KPIs defined (Tenhunen, 2001, pp. 100101); (Malmi, et al., 2002, p. 102); (Lönnqvist, et al., 2006, p. 104). The chapter 4.3 has the
literature overview of the KPI definition in general and presents findings from a prior study
related to the logistics industry. The prior literature has found issues which may cause the PMS
implementation to fail or causing negative impacts (Neely & Bourne, 2000); (Tenhunen, 2001);
(Ukko, et al., 2007) (Forslund, 2012); (Lohman, et al., 2004). These issues may occur in
multiple implementation process steps. Thus, the issues are presented separately after the
overview of the implementation steps. The overview of the issues helps the reader to interpret
how the issues were acknowledged in the case study. The PMS implementation often involves
using information systems (Bourne, et al., 2000). This also applies with the case company.
Thus, in the third section the reader will be given an overview how the information systems are
connected to the field of PMS research. This helps the reader to understand how the case
company’s information system initiative led to develop the PMS. The connection of the
information systems and the PMS concludes the third section.
The fourth section is the case study of LSP’s PMS. In this section the reader will be briefed to
the case company and to the logistics industry in order to support the reader interpret the study
in its context. This section also explains how the research methods presented in the section two
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were practiced in the conduction of the case study. In the case study the national management
and the employees of the case company were interviewed. These interviews are described in
this section. After describing the interviews, the reader will be introduced to the PMS
development process in order of the chosen implementation model. The development process
is described in the order of the PMS implementation since part of the process steps were
conducted during the case study. The steps which were conducted during the case study are:
Defining the purpose, defining the critical success factors and defining the KPIs. Even though
all the implementation steps are not conducted during the case study, proposals for the
following steps are described using the similar order. The steps which are proposals are: Testing
the PMS. adapting the PMS to management practice and maintaining & developing the PMS.

The fifth section will introduce the reader the conclusion to the study. The conclusion will be
presented in the order of the research questions: Which PMS framework is suitable for an LSP,
which PMS implementation model is suitable for an LSP and with which KPIs an LSP should
measure its performance? In the third section the reader has been introduced to several PMS
frameworks, implementation models and KPIs. In the fourth section the reader will notice that
many of the frameworks, implementation models and KPIs would had been viable for the case
company. Therefore, the fifth section describes the reasons which led one option to prevail over
another. There are also factors which may cause debate related to the conclusions of the study.
The factors identified by the researcher and reasons why the factors may cause debate are also
described in this section.
The sixth section concludes the paper. It’s the summary of the paper. It briefly describes to the
reader the case company and the industry where it operates, how the case study was conducted,
the conclusions of the study and what may cause discussion related to the conclusions. This
section helps the reader to recall the previous sections and see the entire study in the brief
summary. It also for the readers who want a quick overview of the paper and are not able or
interested to review the paper entirely.
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2

RESEARCH METHODS

The research method can be considered as a combination of research strategy, methods in
acquiring the research material and methods used in analyzing the material. The problem
statement of the research impacts to possible research strategies which sets constrains how the
research material can be acquired and analyzed. There are multiple different research strategies.
In the theoretical research the subject of the study is examined indirectly by trying to create the
conceptual frameworks, explanations and structures by examining the prior research literature
of the subject. In the empirical research the subject will be studied by making tangible
observations of the subject and analyzing the subject. The empiric evidence may be gathered
by using quantitative, qualitative or mixed methods strategies. The quantitative strategy often
includes extensive statistical and mathematical analysis and the interest is often in creating
different classifications, finding causalities and explaining a phenomenon by using numeric
evidence. The qualitative research aims to examine a subject’s nature, attributes and
significance comprehensively. A wide range of study methods may be used in the qualitative
research. (Lähdesmäki, et al., 2009)

Typically, in the case study methodology the case is seen as an own entity. Thus, the case is a
defined unit separating it from other population or similar subjects. The purpose of the case
study is to learn detailed and intensive information of the research subject, the case. The case
study does not aim for results which can be generalized, such as a research using survey
methods which aim to provide information from large populations. However, the case study
studies the subject in such manner that the results can be shown to have a broader sociocultural
meaning. Thus, the results can be on some level generalized or scaled to wider perspective.
(Lähdesmäki, et al., 2009)

Ukko & Pekkola cite a case study to be a powerful tool to study a certain phenomenon when
the variables are unknown, and phenomenon is not fully understood (2016). If the researcher
acts as a part of the studied case, the observation is a participating observation (Lähdesmäki, et
al., 2009). This case study is studying a phenomenon and using participating observation
methods as you may find described in the following paragraphs.
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The subject of this case study is one LSP which is investigating a possibility to implement a
PMS for its national management team. For this research the qualitative research strategy has
been chosen due the nature of the research subject; one company and limited group of people
do not allow reliable statistical analysis and control groups to verify the results. The proposal
of the PM framework may not be analyzed with statistical methods since the subject is one of
a kind phenomenon, a proposal of the PMS and its implementation model.

During the case study the national management team has been interviewed i.e. to define the
purpose of the PMS, critical success factors and key performance indicators. The reviews are
described in the chapter 6.2. To support the findings of the national management team’s
interviews, approximately 80 employees of the case company were interviewed as described in
the chapter 6.2.

The interviews may also be seen as steps of a proposed implementation model. Therefore, it
can be also considered the participating observation methodology to be used in order to identify
the PMS implementation model. However, the case company has not conducted full
implementation process during the case study, and it is possible that the PMS implementation
will not be finalized after the case study. Nevertheless, the observations of the conducted steps
of the process model are valid since it is assumed the case company follows the PMS
implementation model.
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3

DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS AND FRAMEWORKS OF PMS

Already in 1996 Kaplan and Norton stated that it is vital for organizations to have accurate
understanding of their goals and the methods attaining those goals when competing in a
complex environment (1996, p. 2). Since then the need to measure the outcomes of the
organizational strategy is increasing in private and public sectors. The literature has wide
number of articles for different PMS design and implementation models for various
organizations (Kaplan & Norton, 1996); (Bourne, et al., 2000); (Bourne, et al., 2003);
(Jääskeläinen, et al., 2012); (Laitinen, 2002); (Lohman, et al., 2004); (Malmi, et al., 2002);
(Pekkola, et al., 2016); (Rantanen, et al., 2007); (Ukko & Pekkola, 2016); (Neely, et al., 2002).
Neely et al (2002) describe a PMS to be balanced and dynamic system enabling the decision
making by gathering, elaborating and analyzing information. Ukko, et al. define one of the most
important drivers of a performance measurement (PM) to provide reliable information for the
decision-making process (2007). Typically, the researches of PMS are focused of measurement
of strategic purposes, and often in large companies (Rantanen, et al., 2007) (Ukko, et al., 2007).
However, other applications exist as well, such as PM of teams and even individuals (Ukko, et
al., 2007). SMEs (Garenko, et al., 2005), service operations (Jääskeläinen, et al., 2012) (Ukko
& Pekkola, b2016) and supply chain (Lohman, et al., 2004).

The performance of a company can be evaluated from the internal and external perspectives.
When measuring the internal performance, a company’s different functions and units may be
measured as separate entities. Contrary, the external performance observes the company as a
holistic entity. The productivity, efficiency and ability to perform economically are the most
important areas of the internal efficiency. When measuring the external performance, the
information of the financial statements is used, i.e. liquidity, solvency and profitability
(Rantanen & Holtari, 1999, pp. 11-13).

A PMS, such as balanced scorecard, can be seen also as a part of wider management control
system (MCS) package. The MCS’ include cultural controls, planning, cybernetic controls,
reward and compensation and administrative controls. The balanced scorecard and other similar
PMS’ are hybrid measurement systems and part of the cybernetic controls (Malmi & Brown,
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2008). A PMS, such as performance matrix, can be also linked to a rewarding system (Saari,
2004, pp. 120-121)

As prior described, the PMS has evolved to various areas and applications (Ukko, et al., 2007);
(Garenko, et al., 2005); (Jääskeläinen, et al., 2012); (Ukko & Pekkola, b2016) (Lohman, et al.,
2004). Thus, multiple different PMS frameworks have been developed. In the following
chapters you find a literature overview of the selected frameworks considered to be the most
relevant for the research.

3.1

Balanced Scorecard

Various researches indicate that the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) is the most used PMS
framework worldwide (Garenko, et al., 2005) (Rantanen, et al., 2007) and dominant framework
in the supply chain PMSs in past two decades (Balfaqih, et al., 2016). The BSC expands the set
of objectives beyond summary financial measures by measuring the organizational
performance from four perspectives (Kaplan & Norton, 1996, p. 8):
1. Financial
2. Customer
3. Internal business process
4. Learning and growth

Prior presented perspectives were the originals presented by Kaplan and Norton, but in many
cases the organizations modify the perspectives to suit better to their own preferences and
business models (Malmi, et al., 2002, p. 23). In some cases, the number of the perspectives have
also been modified, i.e. in Lohmans et al’s case study there were two additional perspective
added: People and Sustainability (2004).

According to Kaplan and Norton the BSC reveals the value drivers for superior long-term
financial and competitive performance. Nevertheless, still retaining an interest in short-term
performance via the financial perspective (Kaplan & Norton, 1996, p. 8). The fundamental idea
of the BSC is the causality of different perspectives. The model suggests that the performance
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in the prevailing perspectives have an impact to following perspectives as shown in the Figure
2: The causality in the BSC (Kaplan & Norton, 1996. pp. 30-31).

Figure 2: The causality in the BSC (Kaplan & Norton, 1996. pp. 30-31)

In the early stages of the BSC the model did not have such a strong focus to the strategy
management. However, quickly after the development, the model was emphasized as a tool for
managing the strategy (Saari, 2004, p. 238). The strategy alignment is the key dimension of the
BSC model and the model’s measurements must be aligned with the strategy. With the
performance measurement it is possible to improve objectives and the strategy (Garenko, et al.,
2005). As the strategy is in the key focus area, Kaplan and Norton suggest the company’s vision
and the strategy to be a center piece defining the measurements within each perspective (Kaplan
& Norton, 1996, p. 9)

3.2

Performance Matrix

The Performance Matrix, also known in the literature as Target Matrix or Productivity Matrix,
is used to monitor and analyze the performance of the organization (Laine, 2018, p. 43). The
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model may also be used as a base of a reward system (Saari, 2004, pp. 120-121). Many
performance measurement models guide users with a predefined set of perspectives to be
included into the PMS. The Performance Matrix does not have such predefined perspectives
nor performance indicators (Saari, 2004, p. 124). Instead the model enables the user to combine
different performance perspectives and indicators according to their own choosing (Rantanen
& Holtari, 1999, p. 49). The indicators should be based to the critical success factors of each
area to be measured. The model’s underlaying assumption is that those who are responsible of
the performance of each area have better understanding of the critical success factors than
generic predefined lists (Saari, 2004, pp. 123-124). Therefore, the Performance Matrix will
always be tailored according to the individual needs of the current situation (Rantanen &
Holtari, 1999, p. 49). Typically, three to seven performance indicators are included to the
matrix. The results of the indicators will be converted to scores scaling from 0 to 10 (Rantanen
& Holtari, 1999, pp. 50-51). In this scaling the score 0 represents the worst possible
performance, and the score 10 the best possible performance, setting the realistic target
somewhere between 0 and 10 (Saari, 2004, p. 147). Each indicator will be given a weighting
with the sum of the weightings adding up to 100. The weighting represents the importance of
the indicator for the total performance measured with the matrix. The sum of the weighted
scores will represent a performance level of the entity measured with the matrix as an index
score. The changes in the index score imply how the performance of the measured entity is
developing in total (Rantanen & Holtari, 1999, p. 51). Rantanen and Holtari show an example
of the Performance Matrix in their report presented in the Figure 3: Example of the Performance
Matrix (Rantanen & Holtari, 1999, pp. 50)

=

Delivery Accuracy
In time delivered
orders/all orders

214
0
25
60
90
115
140
165
190
205
220
240
1
10
10

Profitability

94,1 %
100,0 %
99,0 %
98,0 %
96,6 %
95,0 %
93,0 %
91,0 %
88,5 %
86,0 %
83,0 %
80,0 %
5
25
125

ROI

6325
8000
7600
7250
6950
6700
6500
6340
6220
6140
6060
5990
3
20
60

Quality

Man hours lost due
the accidents in the
workplace
Safety

x

Sellable units/all
produced units

Reference results for the scoring

Results of
the
measured
time
frame

Produced units/man
hours used
Productivity

Indicators

Performance areas
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12,8 %
95,2 %
Score
19,0 % 100,0 %
10
17,5 %
99,0 %
9
16,0 %
98,0 %
8
14,5 %
97,0 %
7
13,0 %
96,0 %
6
11,0 %
95,0 %
5
9,0 %
94,0 %
4
7,0 %
93,0 %
3
5,0 %
92,0 %
2
3,0 %
91,0 %
1
1,0 %
90,0 %
0
5
5 Result as a score
15
25 Weighting
75
125 Weighted score
Performance Index
395

Figure 3: Example of the Performance Matrix (Rantanen & Holtari, 1999, pp. 50)
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3.3

Dynamic & Flexible PMS Frameworks

In previous literature few dynamic PMS’ have been presented. Laitinen (2002) presents a
framework for a dynamic PMS model for several type of organizations, and Pekkola et al.
(2016) present a flexible PMS (FPMS) primary for SMEs. Although Laitinen states that the
model may be used by several types of organizations, the case study presented in the article has
been conducted in two SMEs (2002). Laitinen’s and Pekkola et al’s models have similarities
with each other and both models have two dimensions. Laitinen has an external dimension, with
high focus to financial performance, and an internal dimension, where non-financial
measurements are more present (2002). Pekkola et al present a core measures dimension, with
entire focus in financial measurements, and a supportive measurements dimension, with nonfinancial measurements (2016). The models are presented in the Figure 4: Laitinen's dynamic
PMS (Laitinen, 2002) and the Figure 5: Pekkola et al's Flexible PMS (Pekkola et al, 2016).

Figure 4: Laitinen's dynamic PMS (Laitinen, 2002)
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Figure 5: Pekkola et al's Flexible PMS (Pekkola et al, 2016)

Pekkola et al base their model to an assumption of SMEs operating in a turbulent environment,
and therefore, being prone for rapid changes in the strategy (2016). Thus, the supportive
measurements may be changed dynamically when the strategy changes. However, the
company’s financial targets, such as turnover and profitability, are not that prone to rapid
changes. Even though Pekkola et al suggest their model for SMEs due to the turbulence related
to their operations, one could easily argue that today all businesses operate in a turbulent
environment. Laitinen also recognizes a possible need to adapt the measurements and suggest
the measurements may be adjusted as the company learns what factors have a positive impact
to the financial performance. The fundamental difference between Laitinen’s model and
Pekkola et al’s model is how firmly models define factors to be measured. In Laitinen’s model
there’s preset factors to be measured and the freedom left to decide exact indicators (2002).
Pekkola et al’s model leaves companies a total freedom to define the supportive measurements
(2016).
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3.4

Performance Pyramid System

The Performance Pyramid model translates customer preferences in a hierarchical order
downwards from a top of the pyramid. Vice versa the performance measurements are described
in a similar order but upwards from the bottom. The pyramid consists four hierarchical levels
divided to the external effectiveness and the internal efficiency dimensions. All the levels
contain different performance measurements for both dimensions (Rantanen & Holtari, 1999).
The strategic objectives are on the top level and the objectives are derived from the company’s
vision. It shows the links between the corporate strategy, strategic business units and operations.
By measuring stakeholder satisfaction, i.e. with customer satisfaction, and operational aspects,
i.e. with productivity, the model is balanced (Garenko, et al., 2005). Lynch & Cross (1995)
describe the model as shown in Figure 6: Performance Pyramid (Lynch & Cross, 1995, p. 65).

Figure 6: Performance Pyramid (Lynch & Cross, 1995, p. 65)
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3.5

Performance Measurement in Service Operations

Ukko & Pekkola (b2016) cite several researches and state servitization to be especially relevant
topic in service management in the Business-to-Business (B2B) context. They define
servitization as a shift from value-in-exchange towards value-in-use. Ukko & Pekkola (b2016)
continue to describe the value-in-use as a value chain viewed from the customers’ perspective.
Thus, a way how the customer uses the services and/or products throughout the life cycle. This
view would emphasize the role of the customer in the service operations performance.
However, in many cases the performance measures, such as on-time-delivery (OTD),
flexibility, accuracy of documentation and customer satisfaction, are focused to the actions of
the service provider (Ukko & Pekkola, b2016).
The service providers perspective seems to be dominant in the logistics industry’s performance
measurement since Forslund’s (2012) research show the OTD to be main performance measure
for the 3 largest LSPs in Swedish market. The other distinctive performance measure, the CO2
emissions, found in the research can also be classified to be outcome of LSPs actions (Forslund,
2012).

Ukko & Pekkola (b2016) state that the service operations should be measured from three
perspectives: The service providers perspective, the customer interface and the customer
perspective. The service providers perspective measures areas of the service which are not
visible for the customer, i.e. allocation of internal resources and internal process steps. The
customer interface measures areas such as customer satisfaction, experience and expectations.
The customer perspective contains the customer’s processes which are not visible for the
service provider. Hence, the processes are non-interactive with the service provider. The best
outcome would be achieved if the data of the customer’s non-interactive processes would be
gathered and used in the performance measurement.
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4

PERFOMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The prior literature presents multiple suggestions for the PMS implementation models. Some
of these models are meant for implementing a specific PMS framework, such as Balanced
Scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1996). Some the models can be used to implement multiple PMS
frameworks (Tenhunen, 2001); (Tenhunen & Ukko, 2001); (Lönnqvist, et al., 2006). However,
it is apparent that the process models contain similarities and at least partially the models may
be used with other PMS models than originally intended. In this chapter the prior literature of
the implementation models will be reviewed.

Kaplan & Norton (1996, pp. 278-279) present a ten step process to implement the BSC:
1. Clarify the vision
2. Communicate to middle management & develop business unit scorecards
3. Eliminate nonstrategic investments and launch corporate change programs
4. Review business unit scorecards
5. Refine the vision
6. Communicate the BSC to the entire company and establish individual objectives
7. Update long range plans and budget
8. Conduct monthly and quaterly reviews
9. Conduct annual strategy review
10. Link everyones performance to the BSC
In their case study the time frame to complete all steps took 25 months.

Tenhunen (2001, pp. 100-101) has created a process model based to the process models
designed for the BSC and Laitinen’s dynamic model. The model contains 14 steps:

1. Impulse to create a PMS
2. Defining the main purpose for the PMS
3. Selecting the design team and supportive resources
4. Ensuring the commitment of the participants
5. Communicating to the target group
6. Defining the vision and strategy
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7. Defining and clarifying the company’s goals, targets, critical success factors and core
functions
8. Selecting the sections to be measured with the PMS
9. Selecting the indicators
10. Verifying the integrity of the PMS and finalizing the PMS
11. Testing the PMS and communicating of the test
12. Adjustments to the PMS after the test period
13. Adapting the PMS as integral part of the company’s management practices
14. Monitoring improvement needs in the PMS and integrity of the PMS

Toivanen’s process model for the BSC implementation has ten phases (Malmi, et al., 2002, p.
102):
1. Clear decision of implementing the BSC
2. Management’s genuine commitment to the initiative
3. Clarifying the company’s strategies and visions
4. Defining the critical success factors
5. Setting targets and indicators
6. Gaining the commitment of the organization
7. Removing obsolete indicators and amending new required indicators
8. Adapting the BSC to different parts of the organization
9. Creating action plans to gain the targets
10. Continuously improving the BSC

Lönnqvist, et al. (2006) have created a process model for the specialist organization dividing
the process to the planning and implementation as shown in the Figure 7: Process model for the
specialist organization PMS (Lönnqvist, et al. 2006, pp. 104). The number of the process steps
variates in different process models presented in the literature. However, the models contain
similarities despite being planned for different frameworks.
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Figure 7: Process model for the specialist organization PMS (Lönnqvist, et al. 2006, pp. 104)

It is noticeable that most of the models seem to start the PMS model from an assumption that
the company does not have an existing PMS or performance indicators. However, most of the
companies do have existing performance indicators. Lohman et al (2004) suggest that the PMS
implementation process should start from identifying existing performance indicators.

The implementation of the PMS is crucial since even the best PMS does not bring the desired
impacts if implemented poorly. Several reasons may cause the failure of the PMS
implementation but the reasons may be categorized. The first category contains mistakes in
defining what to measure. In the second category are the mistakes made during the
implementation process which cause the PMS to be impractical (Neely & Bourne, 2000).

The following chapters will present the literature overview in the order of the implementation
process using a combination of Tenhunen’s (2001) and Lönqvist et al’s (2006) models. First,
the purpose of the performance measurement will be covered as Tenhunen (2001, pp. 100-101)
suggests to do after there has been an impulse to create a PMS. Second, a step defining
company’s goals and critical success factors will be presented. This step is a combinations of
Tenhunen’s (2001, pp. 100-101) seventh step and Lönqvist’s et al’s (2006, p. 104) second and
third steps. Third, the performance indicators will be covered as Lönqvist et al’s (2006, p. 104)
suggests to do after the definition of success factors. Fourth, setting the targets will be described
to the reader. The order of this chapter slightly deviates from the order of the implementation
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process as Tenhunen suggests the initial targets to be finalized after a test run of the PMS (2001,
p. 103). Finally, after these chapters describing the implementation process steps, an overview
of the potential issues causing failures in the PMS implementation are presented. The issues are
covered last because those issues may occur in multiple process steps.

4.1

Purpose of the Performance Measurement

Toivanen’s process model and Kaplan & Norton’s process model emphasize the clarifying the
vision and the strategy (Malmi, et al., 2002); (Kaplan & Norton, 1996, pp. 278-279). This
clearly indicates their intended purpose for the PMS is to manage the implementation of the
strategy. However, there are multiple purposes for the PMS (Pekkola, 2006, p. 13). The
company’s size, industry, goals and other individual aspects impact to the purpose for PMS. In
some cases the companies may lack means and resources to have a multidimensiol and balanced
PMS (Ukko, et al., 2007, p. 11). Pekkola (2006) has analyzed several sources and found
purposes listed in the Table 1: Purposes for performance measurement (Pekkola, 2006, pp. 1213).

Table 1: Purposes for performance measurement (Pekkola, 2006, pp. 12-13)

Purposes

Source

1.

Steering

Uusi-Rauva,

E.

1996.

Ohjauksen

2.

Planning

tunnusluvut ja suoritusten mittaus. 2nd

3.

Controlling

corrected edition. Tampereen teknillinen

4.

To alarm

korkeakoulu,

5.

Provide diagnostics

handout

6.

Learn

2/96. pp. 11.

7.

Inform

8.

Rewarding

Teollisuustalous.

Lecture
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1.

Improving operations

Rantanen,

H.

&

Holtari,

J.

2000.

2.

Evaluating efficiency of different areas of the operation

Suorituskyvyn

3.

Steering operations

päijäthämäläisissä

4.

Motivating personnel

pkt-yrityksissä. Lappeenrannan teknillinen

5.

General interest of the state of company

korkeakoulu, Tuotantotalouden osasto,

analysointi

Lahden yksikkö. Research report 120. pp.
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4.2

1.

Steering activities of personnel

Lönnqvist,

A.

2002.

Suorituskyvyn

2.

Communicating important targets

mittauksen

3.

Evaluating the current state of the operation

yrityksissä.

4.

To derivate tangible targets from the company’s strategy

Tampereen

5.

Identifying issues

Tuotantotalouden osasto/Teollisuustalous.

6.

Motivating personnel

Licentiate study. pp. 87

käyttö

suomalaisissa

teknillinen

korkeakoulu,

Defining Critical Success Factors

Ukko et al (Ukko, et al., 2007, p. 17) define a success factor to be a factor where the company
needs to be good at in order itself to develop and improve on a desired way. They do also state
that the success factors are defined for focus areas which are relevant for the company’s
business. According to Saari (2004, pp. 123-124), an focus are can be called a success factor if
performing well in that area creates desired success, or leads to it. Hence, often there is a
causality between the performance and the success. Often it takes a long time before the results
of the causality effect can be seen. Thus, it is important to understand what causalities lead to
the success.

In this paper the success factor is considered to be something where the company needs to
perform well in order to gain competitive advantage over its competitors. The success in the
factor may lead directly achieving financial and non-financial targets or may indirectly lead
achieving those targets because of the causality impact the factor has to some other area. The
causality impact may come from a long chain of factors impacting to each other or may be just
two factors having the causality impact together. A PMS perspective is not a success factor
itself but rather a headline for one or more success factors. Neither a KPI is a success factor but
a KPI may be used to measure the performance success factor. A tangible example may be
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given using the example of the BSC presented in Figure 2: The causality in the BSC (Kaplan
& Norton, 1996. pp. 30-31). In the figure employee skill level impacts to the process quality
and cycle time. Both, the process quality and cycle time impact to the On-time delivery which
then impacts to ROCE. Thus, the employee skills is a success factor as Ukko et al (2007) and
Saari (2004) define it; the company needs to have skillful employees in order for the company
improve its process and there is causality relations which eventually lead to a better financial
performance. It is also important to acknowledge; the employee skills are not a KPI. The ratio
of trained employees or the ratio of employees having a university degree are examples of KPIs
which could be used to measure performance in the success factor which is employee skills.

Definition of the success factors is one way to define causalities. An alternative would be
creating strategy maps which picture the causalities in a visual form. Both options are as valid,
and the approach can be chosen according to own preferences (Ukko, et al., 2007, pp. 16-17).
The success factors can be defined in two steps. First, a definition of the focus areas must be
created. Second, critical success factors are defined to each area. The key performance
indicators may then be defined to the each success factor (Ukko, et al., 2007, pp. 16-17); (Saari,
2004, pp. 123-124).

According to Ukko et al (Ukko, et al., 2007, p. 16) each KPI should be a part of the causality
chain which explains the strategy to the organization. In order to gain the best, result the chain
should be presented in a form which shows the progress towards the better financial results.
Bearing in mind that KPIs are derived from the success factors it may be presumed the success
factors should be presented on a same way; as a part of the causality chain. Thus, the success
factors are strongly connected to the goals of the company. Using again the example of Figure
2, one of the company’s goals could be improving the employee skill level in order to achieve
its goals in other perspectives.

4.3

Defining the Performance Indicators

After the focus areas and the success factors have been defined it is possible to define the
performance indicators. Tenhunen (2001, p. 105) recommends to use a limited number of
indicators. The selected indicators should be the ones which support the best management of
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the performance, even when there may be multiple other interesting and useful indicators. The
PMS would be hard to use if all potential indicators would be taken to the system. Therefore,
the system should only include indicators which are relevant. The relevancy of the indicator
may be defined by evaluating what activities would come if the result would change
significantly. If even significant change would not provoke actions, then the indicator is not
relevant (Tenhunen, 2001, p. 105). The indicators should cover the core processes of the
company (Tenhunen & Ukko, 2001, p. 10).

Lönnqvist, et al. (2006, p. 32) conclude several studies to a suggestion of four attributes which
can be used to evaluate an indicator. First, a validity of the indicator. The validity represents
how well the indicator measures the success factor the indicator should measure. Second, a
reliability of the indicator. The reliability represents how accurate the indicator is considering
the margin error. Hence, the margin error should be minimum and there shouldn’t be a much
of seemingly randomness in the results. Third, a relevancy of the indicator. Hence, how well
the indicator shows relevant information from its user’s perspective. Fourth, a practicality of
the indicator from the economical perspective. If benefits of the measurement exceed costs of
performing the measurement, then the indicator is practical.

According to Frohne (Frohne, 2008, p. xli) a good indicator has following attributes:
1. Includes a dimension of utilization, productivity and performance
2. Integrates all inputs and outputs of the process measured
3. Is economical. Hence, the benefits gained exceed the costs of the measuring
4. Is available for those who require the information
5. Encourages to appropriate actions, responses and behavior
6. Creates trust among the participating parties
7. Are defined and mutually understood
8. Measures only what is important
9. Is easily interpreted
10. Is quantitative

Typically, the performance measurement aims to predict future. However, traditional financial
indicators measure what has happened in the past, i.e. during the last fiscal year. Therefore,
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financial indicators measure results. For the performance measurement the important indicators
imply the causes for the results. As described in the chapter 4.2, the KPIs should represent a
causality chain which eventually leads to the desired financial performance. Typical cause
indicators are i.e. customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, quality of the products, process
efficiency, employee satisfaction, effectiveness of the sales and service level. (Ukko, et al.,
2007, pp. 14-15)

Even though all companies must define their own indicators for the performance measurement
(Tenhunen, 2001, p. 28) prior literature may be used to support the selection of the indictors
(Tenhunen & Ukko, 2001, p. 27). Kucukaltan, et al. (2016) have concucted a comprehensive
study of the KPIs for logistics industry presented in the Figure 8. The importance of the
indicators has been defined by questionare where the respondents evaluated the importance
with the scale of 1 to 5, where the number 5 was the most important.
Performance indicators
Financial Perspective
Cost
Profitability
Sales growth
Equity ratio
Return on investments
Cash flow
Revenue growth
Accounts receivable turnover
Market share
Interest coverage ratio
Learning and Growth Perspective
IT Infrastructure
Managerial skills
Educated emloyee
Social media usage for brand building
Past performance
Willingness for information sharing
Order entry methods
Relationships with other stakeholders
Cultural match

Mean values Cut-off values
4.01
4.85
4.79
4.56
4.36
3.49
3.47
3.46
3.36
3.18
3.18
3.89
4.85
4.69
4.68
4.17
3.26
3.25
3.18
3.17
2.94

Performance indicators
Internal Process Perspective
On-time delivery
Circumstance of delivery
Transport capacity
Warehouse capacity
Research and development capability
Geographical location
Ethical responsibility
Responsiveness to changes
Flexibility to changes
Purchase order cycle time
Accuracy of forecasting
Value-added activities
Quality system certification
Effectiveness of delivery invoice methods
Quality of delivery documentation
Environmental awareness/understanding
Stakeholder Perspective
Customer satisfaction
Employee satisfaction
Government satisfaction
Supplier satisfaction
Investor (financier) satisfaction
Community satisfaction
Environmental group satisfaction
Non-government organization satisfaction

Mean values Cut-off values
4.03
4.93
4.81
4.69
4.65
3.39
3.38
3.32
3.32
3.32
3.29
3.26
3.25
3.18
3.17
3.17
3.14
3.384
4.96
4.61
4.22
3.40
3.33
3.17
3,11
2.72

Figure 8: KPIs for the logistics industry (Kucukaltan, et al., 2016, Table 2 modified)

4.4

Setting Targets

All companies have targets. It is important to cascade the targets to all level of the organization.
If the targets are not cascaded to lower organizational levels, there’s a risk targets are left too
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abstract for other levels. Thus, the lower organizational levels are unable contribute, at least on
the systematic way, to achieving the targets (Ukko, et al., 2007). The Figure 9: Setting targets
to different levels (Ukko, et al., 2007, pp.24) shows how the target settings transforms from the
general form to more tangible forms in the different organizational levels.

Figure 9: Setting targets to different levels (Ukko, et al., 2007, pp.24)

As Kaplan & Norton propose the BSC to be used to drive the strategy implementation and
organizational change they also suggest the targets should be stretched. Hence, when the targets
are achieved it should represent a breakthrough in the company’s operations, i.e. doubling the
return of investment (Kaplan & Norton, 1996, p. 226).

Ukko, et al. (Ukko, et al., 2007, pp. 26-27) give a guideline for good targets:
•

The target should be acceptable. People are more committed to the targets which they
can accept

•

The target should be flexible and adjustable in accordance to possible changes in the
operating environment

•

The target should be motivating. The target should be challenging enough to motivate
but not overly stretched and other hand too easy to achieve

•

The target should be consistent with the other higher-level targets
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•

The target should be understandable. All levels of the organization should understand
what is required from them

•

The target should be achievable. The target must be challenging but also realistic to
achieve with company’s resources and prevailing external circumstances.

Tenhunen proposes initial targets to be set when finalizing the PMS system. The final targets
would be set only after the test run of the PMS. With this process flow there would be more
information available how well the PMS supports its purpose and how well the initial targets
are set (Tenhunen, 2001, p. 103).

4.5

Potential Issues in the Performance Management

In the prior literature issues, which may have negative impact to the PMS implementation or
usage, have been analyzed (Neely & Bourne, 2000); (Tenhunen, 2001); (Ukko, et al., 2007)
(Forslund, 2012). The issues presented in the prior literature are something which prevents
partly or completely an organization from implementing or using the PMS as it is intended to.
Alternatively the negative impacts may come because the PMS implementation process ignores
the organization’s prior efforts to measure its performance; resulting to wasted efforts (Lohman,
et al., 2004).

Neely & Bourne (2000) divide the issues of the performance management in to three categories:
1. Political
2. Infrastructural
3. Focus

One cause for the political issues is the threat people feel with the PM. In many cases companies
use the PMS as a tool of punishment eventually leading people to be more focused to achieving
the right numbers instead of the right performance. Infrastructural issue is simply a lack of the
proper infrastructure to create the PMS. The data is widely spread within the organization,
stored in multiple unrelated databases and inconsistent formats. The data may be also a property
of a third-party. The worst issue is the lack of focus. It is too easy for the organizations to create
a PMS, data charts and reports but those should also provoke actions. The PMS provides a tool
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for the organization to plan and evaluate actions which it takes to improve its performance. If
no action is taken according the PMS effectively all the efforts establishing the PMS has gone
to waste (Neely & Bourne, 2000). Without any actions the PMS would be only measurement
without any real meaning behind of it.

Tenhunen encountered several issues hampering the PMS implementation. First, the inadequate
preparation and lack of time have a negative impact to the PMS implementation. The PMSs
cannot be implemented if companies do not reserve them enough resources. However, the lack
of time might be also used as an excuse and the real issue underlaying behind is the change
resistance towards the performance measurement. Second, the implementation team’s focus is
lost to less relevant measurements causing the project to fall behind the schedule. During the
project a lot of interesting measurement areas may rise but the focus should be kept on those
measurements providing the best economical outcome, benefits should outcome the costs.
Third, the team is unable to make decisions of the measurements preventing the team
completing the PMS. Fourth, the team lacks basic knowledge of the PM. (Tenhunen, 2001, pp.
106-108). Tenhunen’s fourth issue is supported by Forslund (2012) whose study found LSPs
suffering from a lack of understanding and knowledge in supply chain PM. Other issues
identified by Forslund (2012) include customers’ desire to re-define and adjust the performance
metrics and challenges in the data capturing.

Often the PMS projects are launched with an assumption that the company does not have
existing performance measurements. However, rarely this is true. Most of the companies do
measure their performance in some way. If the existing measurements are ignored the effort
creating those has gone to waste. In addition, the existing reports support using the real data
when demonstrating the PMS to the management in order to gain their commitment. (Lohman,
et al., 2004)

One critical factor for the successful implementation is timely communication of the PMS to
the personnel involved. However, far too often the communication is done too late during the
later phases of the project. Eventually resulting to change resistance and lack of commitment
to the PMS among the personnel. (Ukko, et al., 2007, pp. 37-38)
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5

INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND PMS

The information systems are usually involved when using the PMS (Bourne, et al., 2000).
Pekkola and Rantanen have found evidence from earlier studies that the efficient use of a PMS
requires usage of the information technology (2013). In order to succeed in a PMS update, a
supportive information system architecture must be established (Eccles, 1991).

The measurement systems and the information systems have evolved simultaneously towards
performance management information systems (PMIS) as show in Figure 10 (Marchand &
Raymond, 2008). According Marchand and Raymond the evolution has led to a system which
does not anymore just measure but also allows management of the performance, and thus is
PMIS.

Figure 10 Convergence of measurement and information artefacts (Marchand and Raymond, 2008)
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A business intelligence (BI) systems use i.e. data warehouses, online analytical processing and
dashboards (Ain, et al., 2019) and support decision making by:
1. Systematically integrating and aggregating huge amounts of data
2. Enabling users to find new knowledge by using enhanced processing capacity
(Wieder & Ossimitz, 2015)

As stated in the chapter 2 Defining the main purpose for the PMS, the PMS has multiple
purposes, such as steering, planning controlling and defining targets (Pekkola, 2006). All the
prior mentioned purposes relate to the decisions making. Wieder & Ossimitz have found that
the BI indirectly improves the decision making by improving the data and information quality
in disposal for the decision makers (2015). Bourne, et al’s (2003) literature overview cite a
business intelligence report which states that the companies possessing sophisticated
information system infrastructure and information architecture have better abilities to develop
and support PMS.
Dashboards enhance managers’ ability to process information and take actions by using
different visualization techniques to show the most relevant information. Visualization
techniques may be i.e. buttons, colors, graphs and how the information is positioned in the
screen. Managers’ attention may be drawn to KPIs which are below the target e.g. with
signaling those KPIs with color alerts. Dashboards may even enable managers to perform
sensitivity analysis by allowing them to change the variables which are used in the graphs. The
potential benefits of the dashboards are (Bremser & Wagner, 2013):
1. Improved ability to quickly monitor progress in achieving goals,
2. Enhancing efficiency in responding to business events
3. Improving planning
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6

CASE STUDY OF LOGISTICS SERVICE PROVIDER’S PMS

This chapter will provide an outlook to the case study by describing the case company in brief,
the way case study was conducted and findings of the case study. The company description will
give a reader a possibility to form an overview of the business operations of the company and
the industry in which the company is operating. However, the company wishes to remain
anonymous, and therefore the information is limited to a level enabling a reader to understand
the context of the study but not enabling to identify the company.

6.1

Case Company & Logistics Service Industry

The case company is a Finnish subsidiary of a globally operating LSP offering logistics
services. According to Forslund (2012) LSPs offer traditional logistics services such as
transportation and warehousing, as well as supplementary services such as order administration
and track-and-trace services. The term LSP is used from various type of companies operating
in the logistics industry such as carriers, freight forwarders, warehousing providers and fourth
party logistics (Fabbe-Costes, et al., 2009). The case company offers freight forwarding and
logistics services and has significant market share globally and in Finland.

The International Federation of Freight Forwarders Associations (FIATA) defines freight
forwarding and logistics services as follows: “Freight Forwarding and Logistic Services means
services of any kind relating to the carriage (performed by single mode or multimodal transport
means), consolidation, storage, handling, packing or distribution of the Goods as well as
ancillary and advisory services in connection therewith, including but not limited to customs
and fiscal matters, declaring the Goods for official purposes, procuring insurance of the Goods
and collecting or procuring payment or documents relating to the Goods. Freight Forwarding
Services also include logistical services with modern information and communication
technology in connection with the carriage, handling or storage of the Goods, and de facto total
supply chain management. These services can be tailored to meet the flexible application of the
services provided”. (FIATA, 2019)
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Finnish manufacturing and retail companies’ logistics costs are in total 40.3 bn euros at 2017
constructing in average 14.1% of companies’ turnover. Finnish companies source logistics
services from the external service providers with over 10 bn euros annually. Transport services
have the biggest share of the externally sourced services with a 6.3 bn euro share (Solakivi, et
al., 2018, pp. 14-18). There is no accurate estimate of the total third-party logistics (3PL) market
size since the definitions of the services to be included varies between different countries.
However, in 2016 the logistics services market in Europe has been estimated to be 1 050 bn
EUR (Solakivi, et al., 2018, pp. 53-55). The case company generates revenue in Finland more
than 100 million euros annually and on the group level more than 5 bn euros. Despite the
relatively small share of the 10 bn euro Finnish market, the case company is one of the leading
operators in the industry. This indicates a quite well how disperse the logistics service industry
is and how intense the competition is.

Employees the case company has in Finland more than 100 and in overall well above 10 000.
The group has its employees located in multiple countries located in multiple continents.
Headquarters of the group are located outside of Finland. The PMS is initially intended to be
used by Finnish NMT which would later act as a basis for other countries PMS’. This also did
set constrains for the PMS created in the research. Even when the PMS proposal has been
created for the Finnish NMT, the main principles must be applicable in other countries.
Therefore, the PMS cannot contain any elements only specific to the Finnish market and/or the
Finnish subsidiary. Besides the demand of applicability for multiple countries it the PMS must
respond to the country level needs. The group and regional level performance are managed in
other sections of the group.

The case company has multiple reports providing information of its performance in business
and functional unit level. However, it is considered that the reports do not or are not presented
in effective way to manage the performance on the NMT level. Thus, a new PMS dashboard is
decided to be created but the intention is not to replace existing reports business and functional
units now use. One of the drivers for the dashboard is a desire to have a tool enabling the NMT
more rapidly react and proactively manage the country level performance. The implementation
of the PMS dashboard is a part of the case company’s activities to further improve the case
company’s usage of the BI.
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6.2

Conduction of the Case Study

The case study was conducted with semi structured interviews for the case company’s national
management team and to the employee level of the case company. The interviews where held
as group interviews. The national management team’s interviews consisted from two group
sessions. All national management team members, in total 8 persons, participated to both. The
employees were interviewed in eight different group sessions with approximately 10 persons in
each group. This chapter will describe how the interviews were held to the NMT and to the
employees.

National Management Team Interviews

The case study concluded two semi-structured interviews of the NMT members. The semistructured interviews were conducted in two group sessions where all the 8 NMT members
participated. In the first group session, the NMT was asked first to divide into two smaller
teams. Each team were asked to name performance indicators they do now use and/or believe
would present critical success factors for the case company. The indicators were written using
the Table 2: Performance indicators classification.

Table 2: Performance indicators classification

Strategic
Operative
Non-financial

Financial

After the teams had filled the table, both teams were shown the result of the other team. Then
the teams could discuss and compliment the work of the other team. Finally, the NMT in full
were presented the results and the indicators and the criticality and the purpose of the indicators
were discussed while the total group was present.

After the first group session the NMT member responsible of the reporting and the PMS was
interviewed. The purpose of this interview was to identify unifying perspectives from the
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indicators and to choose the most critical ones to the PMS. The result of this interview was
taken to the second group session. All the NMT members participated to the second group
session where the proposal of the perspectives and indicators was presented. The NMT
members had an opportunity to give critic and request changes to the perspectives and
indicators. The framework has been then formed based to the results of the second group
session.
Employees’ Interviews

The case study was conducted with semi-structured and unstructured interviews. Unstructured
interviews were held with the NMT members and members where interviewed individually, in
smaller groups or all together. These interviews consisted questions of the objectives,
challenges and possible implementation models. The semi-structured interviews were arranged
for the employees of the case company with several group sessions. In total 81 employees were
interviewed, and the employees were asked:
1. What they believe company should measure?
2. What information they would wish to receive in order to improve their own, their
departments’ or their team’s performance?

The employees were also given an opportunity to give freely comments and suggestions to the
PMS. These comments were then presented to the NMT members in a group session where
NMT members were interviewed how employees’ comments and answers should be
acknowledged in the PMS. Even when employees were not directly asked about the
implementation, their comments provided a valuable input for the case study. I.e. employees
expressed a desire to have more information of other than their own business unit’s
performance. This suggests that even when the main intention is to provide a tool for the case
company’s national top management level, the management practices to be implemented should
also consider how to communicate the PMS to lower organizational levels. The detailed
descriptions of the research setting and the results of the interviews are described in the
Appendix I.
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7

THE CASE COMPANY’S PMS DEVELOPMENT

In this chapter the reader will be introduced to the development of the case company’s PMS.
The chapter will follow the order of the implementation process. However, the case study’s
target was to form a proposal of PMS and its implementation model – Not fully implement one
for the case company. The implementation processes are often lengthy as described in the
chapter 4. Therefore, the conducting a full implementation in the scope of this case study
wouldn’t had been possible. Furthermore, the PMS and its implementation process have been
proposed to the case company but whether they do follow the proposal is unknown when the
case study has been written. Nevertheless, it came early obvious that a certain implementation
steps had to be conducted in order to form the proposal. It would had been impossible to form
the proposal without knowing the purpose of the PMS or company’s view of critical success
factors. In the beginning of the chapter reader will be introduced to those steps which were
conducted during the case study which are: Defining the purpose, defining the critical success
factors and defining the KPIs. Later steps are proposals based to the selected implementation
process model and findings in the earlier steps.

This chapter also covers how the PMS framework was selected. The PMS implementation may
start as an initiative to implement a certain model, such as BSC, which obviously guides then
the implementation. However, there were not a prerequisite of the framework in this case. Thus,
the selection of the framework had to be included to the implementation process. In the
following paragraphs the reader will be introduced to the starting status of the PMS and why
the framework was not preselected. Also, the selected framework and the implementation
model are briefly described in order to make it easier for the reader to follow the process.

The case company had a clear intention to establish an NMT level PMS. There was a clear need
to enhance the information sharing among the NMT members and to consolidate different units
reports to a consolidated national level PMS. However, in the beginning of the process it was
not clear what should be the main purpose of the PMS. Should it be used to manage the strategy
implementation, or would it have a more operational perspective? Neither was a PMS
framework predefined. One way to approach a PMS design and implementation would be
selecting a PMS framework and then follow an implementation process suitable for the
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particular PMS framework. However, there are differences how well different PMS frameworks
adapt to different purposes, i.e. to a strategy implementation. Thus, the case study’s
implementation process was started with defining the main purpose first and then based to the
main purpose selecting a PMS framework and an implementation model for the framework.

The PMS to be implemented is based to the FPMS framework (Pekkola, et al., 2016). The
process models presented by Tenhunen (Tenhunen, 2001, pp. 100-101)and Lönnqvist, et al.
(2006) have been used as an inspiration for the process model proposed for the case company.
Tenhunen’s and Lönnqvist models have been complemented by Lohman, et al’s (2004)
suggestion to use existing measurements. The existing measurements already helped the NMT
members to define the main purpose of the PMS. Furthermore, the existing measurements
helped to identify critical perspectives from which the PMS framework could be derived.

7.1

Defining the Main Purpose of the PMS

The main purpose was undefined at the beginning of the case study. However, the case company
had evaluated a possibility to use PMS in the strategy implementation, but also more operational
use was considered. Nevertheless, the case company had one key target for the PMS: To use
the vast amount of data available in the different business units and to create a common PMS
which would present the data on a relevant way for the national management. As one of the
participants stated: “One purpose of the NMT dashboard is to ensure all NMT members do have
access to information. The more effective information sharing should provoke proactive and
spontaneous collaboration between the different units.”

In order to define the main purpose, the NMT members were asked to identify KPIs they are
using and which they felt to be relevant on the NMT level. The KPIs were also asked to be
identified either as a strategic or operational KPI. In the first NMT group session total of 59
indicators where listed and classified as shown in the Table 3: Number of indicators identified
in the session 1. Participants felt it was challenging to determine if the indicator would be solely
strategic or operative. In many cases the indicator would be both as the operative actions should
reflect the chosen strategy. Also, many of the NMT members stated that they are using many
more indicators but felt that the indicators may not be relevant for the NMT.
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It was a bit surprising for that non-financial indicators had such a big share. One of the
participants stated before the workshop: “This organization has been highly focused on the
financial metrics but not following non-financial metrics that well.” One reason for this opinion
may be that the non-financial metrics have not been visible for all the members and have only
been followed within the business units.

Table 3: Number of indicators identified in the session 1

Strategic

9

7

Operative

20

23

Non-financial

Financial

For the participants it was challenging to determine the main purpose for the PMS. The
discussion of the indicators and their purpose provoke a positive questioning of the role of
NMT. Even when the NMT work is well established the PMS enabled to view what decisions
and information should be addressed on the NMT level and which decisions are made on the
business unit level or in the corporate management level. It was important to ensure a business
and functional unit level decision making wouldn’t be shifted unnecessarily to the NMT level.
Therefore, indicators used in the PMS should be relevant for multiple participants, and not only
specifically for a single unit. Neither the NMT should focus to the indicators which they might
not have ability to influence since the decisions are made on the corporate level.

The prevailing opinion was that the dashboard should support the NMT to manage the
operational performance on the country level. The strategic targets may be followed separately,
and in some cases the results are reported to the countries by the corporation. Also, some of the
critical success factors are managed by the corporate functions and the countries may have
limited or indirect possibilities to influence them.
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7.2

Selecting the PMS Framework for the Case Company

The KPIs listed in the first group session were grouped to different perspectives by the
researcher and one of the NMT members who is responsible of the reporting processes within
the company. The initial perspectives were presented in the second group session and discussed
with the NMT members. The NMT concluded from the indicators five perspectives presenting
the focus areas of the NMT
1. Internal processes: Measures the internal process efficiency
2. Personnel: Measures the well-being of the staff
3. Sales: Measures the effectiveness of the sales
4. Customer: Measures the customers perception of the company
5. Financial: Measures the financial performance of the company

Hence the perspectives have much similarities to the ones in BSC. However, the learning and
growth aspect was discarded from the personnel perspective. Not because the learning and
growth wouldn’t be important but rather something not requiring frequent monitoring.
Therefore, it could be followed separately. Also, the sales perspective could be in the BSC part
of the internal process perspective. However, the case company felt that promotion of the local
sales is an integral part of the country level operations. Thus, the sales could be followed with
its own perspective. Nevertheless, the BSC could be utilized as a framework for the PMS.
However, the BSC emphasizes the PMS as a strategic management tool and the intended
purpose was to have more operative management tool.

The performance matrix would also allow following perspectives defined by the case company.
However, the way the performance matrix converts the results to values from 0 to 10 was seen
too abstract. The NMT preferred a model where the actual results are compared against the set
targets. The practitioners did see the performance matrix hard to interpret to someone who is
not that familiar with the model. Thus, many of the KPIs identified were already used, if not by
all business units at least by some. Therefore, interpreting the actual results would be easier and
more valuable rather than interpreting results that have been converted to the scale of 0 - 10.
And the NMT members felt that they should in any case to check the actual KPI result in order
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to understand the scaled result correctly. Since the performance matrix was not seen as a
suitable model by the case company, other PMS frameworks were evaluated.

After excluding the BSC and the performance matrix, the considerable frameworks could be
Ukko & Pekkola’s (b2016) framework for service operations, Laitinen’s (2002) dynamic PMS
and flexible PMS presented by Pekkola, et al. (2016). The case company is operating in the
service industry and the perspectives defined reflect well to Ukko & Pekkola’s (b2016) service
providers perspective. However, the customer interface and the customer perspective may be
difficult to implement to the NMT level PMS. The case company has performance
measurements at least with some of its customers. However, these practices measure the service
from a perspective of an individual account. In the NMT level the PMS should give more
generic view including the total clientele.
Laitinen’s (2002) dynamic PMS gives a framework to follow the perspectives wished by the
case company. However, the aspect of the cost allocation is not present in the case company’s
perspectives. The case company’s internal processes, sales, personnel and customer
perspectives represent well Pekkola et al’s (2016) flexible PMS’s supportive measures and the
financial perspective represents the core measures. When discussed of whether some of the
financial indicators could be excluded, one of the NMT members told: “The indicator may be
not that important on a country level, but it is something that is followed by the regional
organization and the corporate headquarters. In my role, I cannot exclude this indicator from
the PMS.” This supports the idea of the core measures as stable measures for the strategy level
(Pekkola, et al., 2016). The country level has flexibility on how they reach the financial targets
in their respective markets. Therefore, the country level non-financial indicators may be
considered as Pekkola, et al’s (2016) supportive measures. Considering that the NMT’s PMS
will most likely evolve after the first implementation, the flexible PMS seems to have
advantages to be used as the PMS framework.
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Figure 11: Flexible PMS for the case company

The Figure 11: Flexible PMS for the case company presents the proposed PMS framework for
the company. Potential indicators to measure each perspective are presented in the figure as
well. The upper selection of the measurements represents the supportive measures and the lower
selection represents the core measures using the financial indicators.
When looking the KPIs defined in the Figure 11 similarities to Laitinen’s PMS (2002) can be
also identified. For the case company the critical production factor is its staff. Thus, the
personnel perspective can be also interpreted to answer to similar question Laitinen (2002)
presents under the production factors. As well the internal processes perspective has a similarity
with Laitinen’s (2002) activities factors, and its reflecting i.e. cost efficiency. The case company
is offering services, and therefore it does not produce physical products. Nevertheless, the
customer perspective contains similar KPIs that Laitinen’s (2002) product factor. Laitinen’s
(2002) revenue factor is measuring similar areas than the case company’s financial perspective.
However, the dynamic PMS does not measure directly similar areas than the sales perspective
(Laitinen, 2002). One of the key missions for the case company is to promote its group’s sales
in its respective market and therefore a lack of sales related factors will make the PMS hard to
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utilize. As stated before, the case company didn’t see it was important to measure how well
costs are allocated. The prior mentioned challenges in Laitinen’s model (2002) favor utilization
of FPMS.
The FPMS also supports one of the case company’s targets, the scalability of the PMS to its
group’s other subsidiaries. Since the FPMS provides flexibility in the supportive measures,
country level special requirements could be acknowledged and adjusted to the PMS.
Nevertheless, the group’s strategic targets would still be unified in the financial perspective
which resembles the FPMS’ core measures.

7.3

Defining the Critical Success Factors

As mentioned in the chapter 7.2, five perspectives were selected to the PMS: internal processes,
personnel, sales, customer and financial. Each of the perspectives may include several different
critical success factors and KPIs measuring the performance in those factors. The KPIs are
explained in more detail in the chapter 7.4. In overall the critical success factors were seen to
have a causality with each other. In some PMS frameworks the causality is seen as a one
directional impact (Laitinen, 2002); (Kaplan & Norton, 1996, p. 8). However, the case
company’s perspectives 1 - 4 are seen to have causality linkages between each other in more
than one direction.

As Ukko et al state, the KPIs are defined to the success factors and the KPIs are recommended
to present as a chain of causalities leading to the better financial performance (Ukko, et al.,
2007, p. 16). Thus, the success factors within each perspective will be observed through the
causalities which they do have with each other. The following chapters present these causalities
in the order of the perspectives as listed in the chapter 7.2. Many of the sales and customer
perspectives’ success factors are covered in the earlier chapters since the multidimensional
causality chain. Thus, the success factors of these two perspectives are combined to the same
chapter in order to avoid repeating previous chapters.
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7.3.1 Internal Processes Perspectives’ Causalities

The causalities between the personnel and the internal processes will be described in the
following chapter. The internal processes’ success factors do have also a causality relationship
with sales and the customer perspectives’ success factors. The efficiency impacts to the price
competitivity. Thus, the better the efficiency is the better probability it is to win the desired
sales opportunities. Naturally the price is only one factor when the customers choose their
logistics service provider. The ability provide value adding services impact to the customers’
decisions. Therefore, by evaluating the ratio of the value adding services the case company may
evaluate its ability to provide the value add to its customers. These factors impact besides the
sales to the customer satisfaction. What customer would not be satisfied when enjoying the
competitive cost levels and high portion of the value adding services?

There is also a causality impact from the sales perspective towards the internal processes
perspective’s success factor, efficiency. When the sales optimize the sales pipelines fit to the
operational models of the company the efficiency should increase. Customers’ requirements
are not always fit optimally to the company’s processes or operational models.
If services are sold to a customer which request deviates from the company’s process the
efficiency is likely to decrease since serving the customer requires more efforts than usually. In
the worst case there would be a negative impact to the efficiency and to the customer
satisfaction. This would occur if the customer expectations couldn’t be fulfilled on an adequate
level even when extra efforts would be used. Thus, by having the optimal sales pipeline the
efficiency will also increase. At the best there would be a positive cycle; better sales pipeline
will boost the efficiency which helps to win more customers with the better price
competitiveness.
7.3.2 Personnel Perspectives’ Causalities
The personnel perspective’s success factors reflect to the internal processes’ and customer
perspectives’ success factors. If the personnel’s well-being is taken care of, they are more
productive impacting to the internal process efficiency. This resembles Laitinen’s (2002) PMS’
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causality model where production factors impact to the activities. However, the internal
processes are also seen to impact to the personnel perspective and therefore the causality does
not impact only to one direction as Laitinen (2002) or Kaplan and Norton (1996, p. 8) present
in their model. By evaluating the efficiency, the resources can be also balanced to match the
workload which impacts how burdening the work will be seen. Thus, it impacts directly to the
well-being. Under the internal process perspective is intended to measure the portion of the
value adding activities. The causality of the value adding activities and the work well-being is
not that direct, but it is assumed the employees would feel their work more meaningful if the
share of the value adding activities is high.

The personnel perspective is seen to have an impact to the customer perspective as well. The
case company is operating in service industry. Thus, many of its employees interact with the
customers daily. It is assumed that the better the personnel feel of their work well-being the
better they do also interact with the customers. Also, the customer perspective has a causality
to the personnel perspective. The customers satisfaction impacts to the personnel well-being.
More satisfied the customers are in general the less there would be customer complaints and
difficult interactions with the employees. Thus, there is a multidirectional causality.

The personnel perspective has a causality relation with the sales perspective as well. The
employees are also conducting the sales activities. As the work well-being is seen to impact to
the process efficiency the similar way it will impact how the employees conduct sales activities.
The sales perspective also measures the sales pipeline in order to ensure the sales opportunities
pursued match to the competencies of the case company. Thus, it impacts how easily the new
opportunities adapt to the company’s processes and how burdening they are to the personnel.
7.3.3 Sales and Customer Perspectives’ Causalities

The causalities of the success factors in the sales and customer perspectives with the personnel
and internal processes perspectives’ success factors have been described in previous chapters.
However, there is a causality between the sales and customer perspectives. By ensuring the
sales pipeline contains the right kind of sales opportunities it ensures the customers are more
satisfied eventually. The case company’s processes match better to the needs of the customers
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supporting fulfilling the requirements. The sales personnel spend more time with the customers
where the relationship is most likely mutually profitable and therefore the customer service
improves from increased attention. It can be also assumed that the more satisfied the customers
are they do buy more services from the case company. Also, they may buy wider range of the
services. The customer satisfaction does not only impact to the direct sales with the existing
customers, but the satisfied customers are valuable references which support winning the new
sales opportunities.
7.3.4 Financial Perspectives’ Causalities

As shown in the Figure 11: Flexible PMS for the case company all success factors in the other
perspectives impact together to the financial perspective’s success. Some success factors may
have a direct causality to the financial performance. In some cases, the causality comes from a
combination of success factors from two or more perspectives. This differs from the BSC’
causality model presented in the Figure 2: The causality in the BSC (Kaplan & Norton, 1996.
pp. 30-31) and Laitinen’s model presented in the Figure 4: Laitinen's dynamic PMS (Laitinen,
2002). The figures show the causality as a linear model where previous level, perspective or
Laitinen’s factor, impact to the subsequent level which then impacts to the next level until the
financial level is reached. Although, Laitinen’s dynamic model is described as a cycle where
the financial level impacts to the internal performance factor, costs (Laitinen, 2002). In the case
company the causalities are not seen always as linear.

Improvements in the efficiency and value add service ratio impact directly to the EBIT. The
efficiency increase should decrease direct costs of a business transaction which then increases
the company’s profits. By adding more value to the customers’ services the customers are more
willing to compensate the services with a higher margin. Thus, improving the turnover and
EBIT. The internal efficiency also improves the case company’s cost competitiveness which
then impacts to the turnover growth via sales perspective.
The personnel perspective’s causality to the financial performance is less direct. The direct
impact comes when the improvement in the employees’ well-being reduce the direct costs
related to the sick leaves. However, the personnel perspective’s causality to the financial
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performance comes via other perspectives as described before. The well-being impacts to the
efficiency, the customer satisfaction and to the efficiency of sales. All of these having an impact
to the financial perspective.
The sales perspective’s direct causality to the financial perspective is clear. The better sales win
ratio the case company has the better the turnover growth is. When the sales can increase the
business with the existing customers the turnover and EBIT will improve, but furthermore the
direct costs related to the sales will increase due the lower customer acquisition costs. When
the sales focus its efforts to the opportunities which suit the best to the case company’s
processes and operational models the EBIT per won opportunity will increase. This impact
comes indirectly via the internal process perspective. The success in sales will also impact
indirectly to the group’s procurement by increasing the buying power by increasing the volume
in scope. Even when the procurement is mainly executed by other entities in the group the
improvements in the buying power reflect to the financial performance of the case company.
The more satisfied the customers are the more likely they buy more the case company’s
services. Thus, the customer perspective’s success factor, customer satisfaction, impacts to the
turnover and EBIT growth via sales perspective. The customer perspective has also a direct
causality to the financial performance. The customers are less likely to change the service
provider when they are satisfied. The customer retention has a significant impact to the financial
perspective and is therefore a success factor. Regardless how efficiently the sales would win
new opportunities the turnover and the EBIT cannot grow if the existing clients cannot be kept.
Also, the customer acquisition cost of a new customer is higher than the costs of the customer
retention.

7.4

Selecting and Defining the Key Performance Indicators

Key performance indicators were selected to each perspective representing the critical success
factors. Due to the purpose of the operational performance management the indicators were
required to be updated with higher frequency. If the indicator, i.e. employee engagement survey,
provided the data with a low frequency it was considered unsuitable for the operational
management. The operational management requires a rapid frequency enabling the NMT to
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take swift actions. However, this did not mean that i.e. employee satisfaction was considered
irrelevant but as something to be followed beside the PMS. First, the existing indicators were
evaluated in order to enable fast deployment of the PMS. Second, if there were no existing
indicators then new indicators were evaluated.

The preferred option was to use indicators which directly represent the results of the success
factor. In some cases, there were no suitable indicators with the required frequency. In these
cases, indirect indicators were used when those were considered to provide information of the
performance on a reasonable level. I.e. employee satisfaction may be indirectly measured with
the amount of sick leaves. The sick leaves increase when the employee satisfaction decreases.
Hence, the indicator provides indirectly reasonable reliability.

A previous research has found out that the LSPs measure the OTD and CO2 footprint when
interacting with the clients (Forslund, 2012). Both measurements were also in interest of the
case company. However, the case study shows that the LSPs should measure their performance
with broader perspective. The OTD can be used as one indicator providing information of the
perception of the clients. Nevertheless, for the case company’s performance it is as critical to
measure the efficiency of its internal processes, effectiveness of its sales efforts and the wellbeing of its staff. The CO2 footprint was recognized as potential indicator. However, eventually
the participants considered that the CO2 footprint is not impacting the clients’ decisions on a
level it should be included to the NMT ‘s PMS. The CO2 footprint may be followed separately.

This chapter presents a proposal of the suitable key performance indicators suitable (KPI) for
the case company. The proposal is based to the Flexible PMS framework (Pekkola, et al., 2016)
and the KPI’s are presented under each perspective identified in the earlier proposed
framework.

7.4.1 Internal processes

Measuring the internal process efficiency was seen important by both NMT members and the
employees. One of the interviewed NMT members told: “The internal processes efficiency is
something we can control and impact locally”. Appendix I Table 2 shows that 19 % of the
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employees’ comments related to the resource planning, which requires understanding of the
efficiency. However, determining valid KPIs for the process efficiency was challenging for the
case company considering the case company is operating on various fields of the logistics
industry. That poses a challenge when the case company’s target is to have a holistic view
covering the entire company.

One unifying unit of measure for all business units is the processed customer order. To operate
its services the case company requires significant number of human resources. Therefore, a
valid efficiency KPI would be processed orders per man hour. However, measuring efficiency
through the processed orders on a company level was considered to have disadvantages as well.
“Different customers’ orders require different services also the services provided by business
unit differ widely, and therefore the orders per man hour are not comparable” commented one
of the interviewed NMT members. However, the company’s business is shared between the
business units and the different order types on a relatively stable level. Therefore, aggregated
orders per man hour can be utilized but it requires supportive KPIs to evaluate the reliability of
the KPI. The order volumes and structure also should be measured to support interpreting the
efficiency KPI. The efficiency targets must be then adjusted if the company’s business structure
will change during the use of PMS.

Simply measuring the process efficiency by the processed orders per man hour does not answer
to the question: Are we doing the right things? The question which employees also felt to be
important by suggesting measuring effort spend in the value adding activities. Obviously, the
case company would benefit if a higher portion of the consumed time would be used for the
value adding activities. However, there are also differences in how the customers see the
activities value. To one the activity may be a value adding and to another one not. Nevertheless,
the case company can measure at least on indicative level the time consumption divided to the
different categories. Therefore, the KPI measuring the portion of the value adding activities
should be included. The target should be to increase this portion to the highest possible level,
but it must be acknowledged that certain non-valued adding activities are always required, i.e.
due the legal requirements.
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7.4.2 Personnel
The case company’s personnel have an important role in providing the services. Their efficiency
will be measured under the internal process perspective. But it is not only important that the
personnel work efficiently, but they should also provide quality services for the customers.
“When employees feel good about their work and the company, they also provide good
customer service.” commented one of the interviewed NMT members. Also 11 % of the
employees’ comments related to measuring the work well-being and satisfaction. Hence, KPIs
measuring the work well-being are required.
Employees suggested a measurement of the staff’s mood as a goof KPI. The measurement could
be done i.e. establishing a solution where the staff could give feedback daily with a smiley. A
method which is well known from a restaurants and grocery stores where the customer may
push a button and give an instant feedback indicating how satisfied they were, i.e. using scale
of very happy, happy, slightly unsatisfied and very unsatisfied. Unarguably this type of a mood
KPI would show the NMT fast view how the employees feel of their work. However, it requires
a technical solution which should be available for all the employees or at least to a reasonable
and disperse number of the employees to be statistically reliable. Even more it requires active
participation of the employees. KPI will only show results if the employees voluntary and
frequently inform their mood. The case company conducts regular employee surveys where
employees are asked about their work satisfaction among other things. Despite having a high
answer ratio, the employee survey does not provide as frequent feedback as wished by the NMT
and suggested by the employees. Therefore, a fast employee work satisfaction as suggested by
the employees should be added to the PMS. However, the case company has a technical solution
for measuring the KPI but has not utilized it yet widely. Thus, it’s a must to follow how
employees report of their satisfaction in order to ensure the validity of the KPI.

Other KPIs enabling the measurement of the work well-being were seen possible. The work
well-being could be analyzed by measuring sick leaves ratio. The ratio can be then compared
to the general industry level which is publicly known. This KPI was also suggested by the
employees. The benefit of the KPI is that it doesn’t require an active participation from the
employees to be tracked since the sick leaves are always recorded. However, the sick leave ratio
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does not necessary directly imply the level of the work well-being or satisfaction. People do get
sick regardless of how satisfied they are with their work. Nevertheless, both employees and the
NMT members believed the sick leave ratio to increase when the level of the satisfaction
decreases. Therefore, the sick leave ratio KPI would present indirectly but with a reasonable
level the work well-being and satisfaction.

Ultimately if the employees are not satisfied, they will leave the company. Therefore, work
well-being and satisfaction can be measured also with a personnel turnover KPI. The KPI would
measure the ratio of the separated employees compared to the average number of the
employees. The interviews suggested that the employee satisfaction indicator predicts the
outcome of the sick leave ratio and from the sick leave ratio it is possible to predict the personnel
turnover. Hence, the personnel turnover shows the result but the other two KPIs provide means
to manage the situation at the early level.

The PMS can also contain perspectives of the learning and growth (Kaplan & Norton, 1996)
which could be measured i.e. by educated employees (Kucukaltan, et al., 2016). Measuring the
learning aspect under the personnel perspective was also discussed during the NMT interviews.
However, measuring the education level was not seen purposeful. In the logistics industry there
are always a certain level of jobs which do not require a high formal education level.
Nevertheless, staff do need to be skillful in these jobs as well. The skill level could be measured
by measuring the ratio of the employees completing the training programs connected to the
activities they participate. The KPI would then be the training ratio.

When considering the need for KPIs measuring the learning aspect, it is a good to acknowledge
that research and development (R&D) activities are not the case company’s main
responsibilities. Even when the case company may innovate the R&D activities are expected to
be conducted by other group entities. Therefore, measuring the learning aspect is not crucial in
the case company’s PMS as long it can be ensured the employee skills are on an adequate level.
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7.4.3 Sales

The sales could be a part of the internal processes but one of the main missions of the case
company is to promote local sales in its respective market of the group. Therefore, it was
important to measure sales as a separate perspective. The sales department is responsible of
creating and winning new business opportunities as well developing the business relationship
with existing customers. The KPIs should measure these two areas.

The case company has a well-defined status codes indicating the progress of the new sales
opportunities. When there is positive or negative development the status will be updated until
the opportunity is either won or lost. This is called a sales pipeline. The sales’ performance
could be then measured by the conversion rate of the prevailing statuses to the following
statuses. The most conversion rate would be the number of the opportunities won in relation to
all opportunities; a win ratio KPI. The win ratio was seen also a good measure for the company’s
competitiveness by the employees as presented in Appendix I Table 2.
However, the win ratio does not alone present the effectiveness of the sales. “We must ensure
we have in the pipeline those types of opportunities which are interesting to us and do our
utmost to win them” stated one of the interviewed NMT members. The opportunity becomes
more interesting when the required services and volumes match competitive advantages of the
case company. The sales’ KPIs should therefore include opportunities volumes and services per
different statuses.
Above presented KPI’s measure the company’s ability to generate new business opportunities
but do not measure how well the relationship with the existing customers is developed. An
average length of the customer relationship could be considered as a KPI as one of the
interviewed NMT members stated, “a length of the customer relationship indicates a well how
satisfied the customers are with us”. However, the length of the relationship does not fully
represent the level of the customer relationship since its typical in logistics industry that the
customers may source same services from several suppliers. Therefore, the relationship may be
deteriorating even when a customer continues to have business transactions with the company.
Also, the case company has a quite long business relationships with its customers which impacts
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to the accuracy of the KPI. Development of the relationship with an acquired new customer
would been seen from the KPI. On the contrary a loss of one of the existing customers would
have a huge impact to the KPI result even when the relationship would be developing well with
the other customers. Thus, a KPI showing the development of the business transactions the
existing customers source from the case company would give a more accurate view of the
relationship. It also supports the target to have a fast feedback of the performance which was
requested both by the NMT and the employees.

7.4.4 Customer

The KPIs in the customer perspective should answer to the question: Does the customer
experience match to our vision of the customer experience. The most reliable way to find out
would be asking from the customers. The case company does conduct regular customer surveys
and uses the Net Promoter Score (NPS) model in them.
The NPS is calculated by asking from the customers “How likely is that you would recommend
our company to a friend or colleague?” The answer is asked with a scale from 0 to 10 where 0
is not at all and 10 extremely likely. The model considers customers who reply 9 to 10 be
“promoters”, customers who reply 7 to 8 are “passively satisfied” and customers who reply 0
to 6 are “detractors”. The Net Promoter score is calculated by subtracting the percentage of the
“detractors” from the percentage of the “promoters”. (Reichheld, 2003).

The NPS result provides a good KPI for the customer experience but the customer surveys
cannot be conducted with a high frequency because it would decrease the response level as the
customer would become irritated of the frequent surveys. Thus, the NPS lacks the fast frequency
aspect the NMT members desired for the PMS. Also, the employees expressed that in order to
make corrective actions the feedback should come instantly, not only when customer surveys
are conducted. Thus, the NPS may not be the only KPI measuring the customer perspective but
requires other KPIs to support it.

When the direct customer feedback is not constantly available it is needed to measure qualities
of the service which the customers value. The case company considered the OTD to be the most
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important factor for the customers as one of employees stated, “That is what the customers
essentially buy from us, to have the goods delivered as agreed”. Therefore, the OTD should be
one of the KPIs used in the PMS. The benefit of the OTD is also that it would be predictive
KPI. Changes to the OTD performance reflect to the NPS. Thus, by effectively managing the
OTD the case company can manage the performance. Enabling the PMS not only to be a
measurement instrument but a management tool. The OTD should be measured as a ratio of the
orders delivered within the planned delivery time of the total orders processed. This would
enable the case company to measure the OTD on a company level even when there is a lot of
variance with the delivery times between the different freight modes and warehouse services.

The customers do not only desire the goods to be delivered on time, but the goods should be
also in mint condition. A KPI measuring customer reclamations would indicate how the case
company succeeds to deliver the goods in mint condition. The measurement should not only
cover the quantity of the claims but also the value of the reclamations. The value must be
tracked to understand the scale of the potential failures. The quantity of the reclamations can be
then compared to the total number of orders processed to evaluate the success rate.

7.4.5 Financial

The results of the other perspective reflect to the results in the financial perspectives. The case
company has a certain level of freedom how it operates in its respective market and fulfills the
set group level strategy. However, for the financial results the group gives the clear guidance
of the targeted financial results of the case company. Hence, the case company’s financial KPIs
should reflect to the group’s expectations. Some KPIs were felt to be mandatory even if the KPI
was not felt to be that relevant in the case company’s respective market. The mandatory nature
of some indicators was expressed well in one of the NMT members comments, “The indicator
may be not that important on the country level, but it is something that is followed by the
regional organization and the corporate headquarters”.
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The financial KPIs are typical for all sorts of companies and represent some of the indicators
Pekkola et al. proposed to be core measurements of the flexible performance management
(2016). For the case company key financial indicators include:
•

Turnover

•

Direct expenses

•

Earnings Before Interests and Taxes (EBIT)

•

Conversion rate measured by EBIT to gross profit

•

Return on Capital Employed (ROCE)

The case company measures the financial indicators growth rate, and with the expenses the
desired rate is negative. The results and the targets for the financial KPIs are evaluated against
the industry standards.

7.5

Testing the PMS

Verifying the selected KPI’s feasibility for the each perspective and PMS is challenging for the
participants when the PMS system is discussed on a conceptual level. Besides verifying the
KPIs, one challenge would be ensuring the usability of the entire PMS system for its main
purpose. Would it be possible to actually manage the performance based to the KPIs or would
the PMS just indicate past results?

Because of prior mentioned uncertainty, it is recommendable to have a test period for the PMS
system. During the case study examples of the KPIs were created with using fictional statistics
but for the practioners it was hard to evaluate how useful the information was without any touch
points to the actual opertations. Therefore, if the case company proceeds with the project, it is
recommendable to use existing data as Lohman, et al. (2004) also suggest. By creating mockups
with the actual data practioners can easily evaluate if alternative decisions would had been made
if they would had the PMS in their disposal.

The testing with real data supports also communication of the PMS across the case company.
During the case study an event to gather feedback and suggestion from the employees of the
case company was arranged. Employees feedback supported the perspectives and KPIs
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identified in the case study. However, many of the employees’ feedback also concluded the
PMS to be abstract and challenging for them to comprehend and parcipate. Thus, using real
data based mockups in the early stage of the project would support communicating the PMS on
a tangible way to the employees.

The testing with the real data supports verifying the usability of the PMS and communicating
it within the organization. Due to these clear benefits, the case study indicates that the testing
should be vital part of the project but also suggests that the testing should not be done only in a
late stage of the project. Instead it is recommendable to test after all precending phases and aim
to do the tests with the real data when ever possible. The frequent testing, and the mockups
created for the test purpose, will also support active communication of the project within the
organization.

7.6

Adapting the PMS To Management Practice

The performance measurement would be useless without management decisions based to the
measurement results. Effectively the PMS cannot fulfill the economic criteria Frohne (2008)
presented if the PMS would not lead to any actions. Therefore, it is critical to adapt the PMS to
regular management practices. This chapter contains a proposal how to utilize the PMS in the
management practice.
The case company’s target is to have a PMS for the entire company level and one of the benefits
is suspected to be enhanced collaboration and information sharing among the business units.
To achieve this, the NMT should have a PMS review in its regular meeting agenda. When the
NMT decides actions an estimate of impact to PMS’ KPIs should be given whenever possible.
The actual result compared to the estimate should also be followed. This practice will have two
benefits. First, all NMT members must consider actions against the KPIs, which should present
what is critical for the company. Second, decision making process evolves when members learn
from the possible deviations of the actual results compared to the estimates.

In practice, not every important decision is made in the official NMT meetings. Instead the
NMT members make everyday decisions within their respective business unit’s meetings,
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during daily interaction with their subordinates and the company’s clients and suppliers. This
places a question, how PMS can be utilized to improve these decisions impact to the overall
performance of the company? The company has an individual performance appraisal process.
The proposal is to link the PMS to the performance appraisal of the NMT members. Hence, the
NMT members decisions should be linked to the PMS since their individual performance
evaluation would be linked to the PMS. However, the underlying assumption in the PMS is its
use to measure the overall company performance, not only individual business units. Therefore,
each member’s performance appraisal targets should be set in accordance to the level of
contribution they may have to a KPI. Even more the targets should be set in a way which would
encourage two or more NMT members to collaborate for them each to reach their own targets.

It is also to be acknowledged that vast amount of decisions in the business units are made
without any involvement of the NMT members. Probably most of the decisions are made
without the NMT members direct influence. How to manage these decisions and ensure they
would be compliant to the PMS targets? A simple solution would be expanding the usage of
the PMS outside the NMT. As simple it sounds it can be although challenging. I.e. for the NMT
it would be informative to see from the personnel turnover which amount of the turnover is
caused by voluntary and involuntary separation. However, if KPI will be shown to the lower
organizational levels, it could be possible to identify on a person level was separation voluntary
or not. This type of sensitive information would be challenging to share. There are similar issues
in the other KPIs. Therefore, the NMT’s PMS may not be recommended to share to other
organizational levels. However, the proposal is for the case company in the future develop a
PMS system which would then cascade the NMT targets with adequate level of information to
all organizational levels. Employees also wished they would have better information of the
performance of the entire company, other teams and other business units. The company level
PMS system would also support the needs of the information sharing expressed by the
employees.

This would be lengthy project and obviously management practices are required before that.
Therefore, two practices can be proposed. First, the NMT members should show selected KPIs
to the business units. Second, the NMT should ensure the PMS targets and measurement
methods are synchronized with the business units’ own performance measurement practices.
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7.7

Maintaining & Developing the PMS

The case company is developing at the first time a PMS for the company level instead of the
separated business unit level metrics. Hence, the company does not have a prior experience of
the PMS. Therefore, it is expected that usage of the PMS will reveal development requirements
and improvement needs to the PMS. Another cause for the change requirements to the PMS is
changes in the business environment where the company operates and/or changes in the
company’s overall targets. The ability to flexibly answer to these changes was one of the
reasons why the proposed PMS model is based to the flexible PMS.

The Figure 12 describes the PMS proposed for the case company. In the PMS KPIs presented
in the internal processes, personnel, sales and customer perspectives represent the supportive
measures. In the internal processes the efficiency and the ratio of value adding activities are
proposed to be measured. The KPIs proposed to be followed in the personnel perspective are
employee satisfaction, ratio of sick leave hours and personnel turnover. In the sales perspective
the win ratio and average growth of business transactions per customer is to be measured. The
customer perspective’s KPIs are NPS, On-time delivery ratio, ratio of claims and value of
claims. The financial perspective represents the core measures which are permanent as the
FPMS framework expects. The financial KPIs to be measured are turnover growth, direct
expenses, EBIT growth, Conversion rate measured by EBIT to gross profit and ROCE.

As the FPMS framework allows changes to the supportive measures it is expected that at least
partly the proposed supportive KPIs will be changed or revised. Just a better way to measure
the success factor would justify the change of the PMS. E.g. the success factor of employee
work well-being is now measured with indirect KPIs measuring the ratio of sick leaves and the
personnel turnover. The employees already proposed in the case study to use a mood KPI based
to the daily feedback of employees addressing their mood using smileys; very happy, happy,
slightly unsatisfied and very unsatisfied. However, the case company does not have a technical
solution in place which would allow this type of instant measuring of the employees’
satisfaction. If the company decides to develop or acquire such solution it would be justified to
add it to the PMS as a KPI. Also, such development would place a question if the sick leave
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ratio and the personnel turnover would anymore be required? Another example would be the
CO2 footprint was left out of the proposed PMS but is something the company will follow
separately. In case the CO2 footprint would gain even more strategic meaning when the
customers choose their LSPs, it would be justified to add it to the PMS. These would represent
minor modifications which may be done constantly when utilizing the FPMS framework. Other
more profound changes may also occur. Let’s say the case company would be given higher
responsibility of the group’s procurement or R&D activities. Certainly, the PMS should be then
reviewed, and such changes could even mean adding more perspectives. Thus, the PMS needs
to be maintained and developed.

In order to keep the PMS useful and up to date following maintenance and development
practices based to Lohman, et al’s (2004) suggestion are proposed for the case company:
1. The case company should nominate a PMS owner. The PMS owner’s is not in this role
responsible of the PMS results but instead of the PMS’s validity and development
2. The PMS validity and reliability should be evaluated regularly, at least monthly. This
can be done simultaneously when the results are reviewed if the PMS owner is present
in those reviews. The PMS owner then can implement the minor modification
requirements to the PMS, such as changes in the calculation principles, to be
implemented before the next review
3. The PMS’ alignment to the company’s critical success factors and targets should be
reviewed annually. Based to these reviews even substantial changes can be then
implemented to the PMS such as removing or adding KPIs or even perspectives. This
process will ensure the PMS to be up to date compared to the recent business plans.
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8

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of the case study was to answer to following research questions:
1. Which performance measurement and management frameworks are suitable for LSPs?
2. Which type of PMS implementation process is suitable for LSPs?
3. With which indicators LSPs should measure their performance?

In this chapter the final conclusions to the above questions are presented and topics to be taken
under discussion when interpreting the results of the case study.

8.1

PMS Framework for an LSP

The conclusion of the case study is that the FPMS is the suitable PMS framework for the case
company. However, the BSC was used to identify perspectives to be measured under the
supportive measurements of the FPMS and the BSC could had been also used as a PMS for the
case company. There were two main reasons why the FPMS is preferred over the BSC:
1. The case company’s main purpose for the PMS was the operational performance
management
2. The case company expects the PMS to be implemented in a fast schedule
3. The case company is a subsidiary of a multinational group and the group’s
headquarters will define the key financial targets for the case company

The BSC is strongly associated as a strategy implementation tool. This also reflects to the
implementation models created for the framework. The BSC implementation may take 25
months (Kaplan & Norton, 1996). The long implementation lead time and the focus to the
strategy implementation are not in line with the case company’s target to use the PMS for the
operational performance management and to implement the PMS in a fast schedule. Instead
FPMS’ flexibility supports the operational performance management needs. The supportive
measures of FPMS are flexibly definable and may therefore be defined in accordance of the
current operative needs. The flexibility will enable the case company to modify the supportive
measures as its operations develop or change. The FPMS can also be implemented in a faster
schedule since it doesn’t require as much strategy definitions than implementing the BSC.
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The case company’s role as a part of the multinational group also supported the FPMS. The
FPMS model constructs from two measurement levels, core measures and supportive measures.
The core measures are permanent and focus to the financial targets. In the case company’s case,
the financial targets are based to the groups general strategy and are given from the group to
the case company as fixed targets with a little liberty to modify them. Therefore, the group’s
financial targets can be used as FPMS’ core measures. The case company’s target is to have a
PMS which can be implemented in other group’s countries. The group’s countries do have
liberty in how they do achieve the group’s financial targets in their respective markets and i.e.
different business units may contribute a different portion of the financial results in the different
countries. Therefore, the FPMS supportive measures may be adjusted in other countries to
match their own market situation. Hence, the FPMS supports scaling the model better to other
countries that the BSC.

As a conclusion the FPMS can be used as the PMS framework of an LSP which is a part of a
large global group even when originally intended to be used as a framework for SMEs (Pekkola,
et al., 2016). The FPMS’ structure of core measures and supportive measures enables an LSP
to measure its groups targets as core measures and its country level targets as supportive
measures. The structure also supports an LSP to establish quickly a PMS to manage its
operational performance since the supportive measures may be flexibly modified to measure
the current existing operational situation.

8.2

PMS Implementation Process for an LSP

One of the case study’s key conclusions is that defining the purpose for the PMS is one of the
most fundamental steps in the entire implementation process. The decision of the purpose sets
what type of process steps are later required i.e. how much of effort is worthwhile to use strategy
definitions. Therefore, defining the purpose also helps to choose a propriate implementation
process model.
The case company’s purpose was to have a FPMS for the operational management on the NMT
level. Thus, models for the BSC implementation could be seen too focused to the strategy
management. For the case company it is proposed to use a combination of Tenhunen’s (2001.
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pp. 100-101) and Lönnqvist, et al’s (2006, pp.104) models. The proposed implementation
model has following steps:

1. Defining the main purpose of the PMS
2. Defining the critical success factors
3. Defining the KPIs
4. Testing the PMS with real data
5. Adapting the PMS in the management practices
6. Defining a maintenance and development methods for the PMS

The case company has completed the first step during the case study. Other steps are proposals
for the case company and the model’s viability has not then been tested. A following study how
the proposed model functioned in the practice would be needed to completely validate the
model.

8.3

Key Performance Indicators for an LSP

As a result of the case study the KPIs were set under five perspectives which are the internal
processes, sales, personnel, customer and financial. The Figure 10: KPIs of each perspective
shows the KPIs considered for each perspective. Under the perspectives internal processes,
sales, personnel and customer the KPIs are measuring non-financial measures and under the
financial perspective financial measures are used.

Figure 12: KPIs of each perspective
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Under the internal processes the case study indicates two KPIs, processed orders per man hour
and ratio of man hours used in value adding activities. The conclusion partly supports earlier
research results of Kucukaltan et al. (2016) where value added activities was a KPI to be
measured. However, Kucukaltan et al’s study suggest that the value-added activities are seen
in LSPs only as a somewhat important KPI and internal process efficiency indicators such as
the orders processed per man hour are not listed as a KPI at all. Nevertheless, the conclusion of
the case study is that for an LSP operating as a freight forwarder and in warehouse operations
the internal processes efficiency is highly important. Especially on those operations where the
case company is not operating which its own assets but using its subcontractors’ assets, the
main impact to its profitability will come from the internal efficiency which is best measured
by the orders processed by man hour. Also, the case company’s role as a part of the
multinational group supports focusing to the internal process efficiency i.e. the sourcing of the
freight services is done to a certain extent by centralized group functions. Therefore, KPIs
related to the sourcing are not that important for the case company even when from the group’s
perspective those are highly important KPIs. The case company offers services operated by the
logistics specialist employees. Measuring the efficiency how the services are conducted is
important, but it is at least as important to ensure the company’s main asset, the specialists, are
conducting right activities. Therefore, for the case company the ratio of man hours used in value
adding services is widely important KPI. With this KPI the company can control and develop
its processes to ensure the highest possible value add for the customers.
The case company is selling its group’s services within its respective market. The sales function
is therefore key part of the case company’s mission and therefore proposed to be a separate
perspective in the PMS. The sales performance of the company can be measured with the win
ratio KPI. The KPI measures the ratio of won sales opportunities to all opportunities
participated. The win ratio indicates how effectively the case company is conducting its sales
activities to win new business opportunities. The case company is also responsible to develop
the group’s business relationship with the customers in the case company’s respective market.
The business relationship may be measured by the average growth of the business transactions
per customer. The case company offers several different freight modes, warehousing services
and other logistics services. The business transactions are different in the different business
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units and a general unit of measure cannot be defined. I.e. in the sea freight the business
transaction may be measured by shipped twenty-foot equivalent unit (TEU) representing sea
freight containers shipped and in the overland the transaction would be measured by taxable
weight. Therefore, the PMS must measure the business transactions separately for each business
unit using a main unit of measure for each business unit.

Under the personnel perspective KPIs are measuring employee satisfaction, well-being through
ratio of sick leaves and personnel turnover. In the logistics industry, especially in the case
company practicing freight forwarding, a key production asset is the personnel. Hence, the KPIs
selected to personnel perspective are measuring similar factors than Laitinen presents to be
measured under the production factors of his dynamic PMS (2002). And similar way the KPIs
are answering question how well the case company is taking care of its production factors. This
conclusion also supports Kucukaltan, et al’s (2016) research result where employee satisfaction
is seen as a second most important KPI under the stakeholder perspective. Kucukaltan, et al’s
(2016) indicated that the educated employee KPI is one of the most important KPIs under the
learning and growth perspective. To the contrary the case study indicates that the employee
education level is not always important to measure under an LSP’s PMS. This is due to
following reasons. First, in the logistics industry there are several jobs where a high level of
formal education is not necessary. Second, the education level does not measure how well the
employees are trained to the requirements in their jobs. Third, the R&D activities, which would
benefit from highly educated staff, can be conducted by other entities as it is the case with the
case company. Therefore, the case company’s PMS will not be proposed to include KPIs
measuring the education level of the employees.
The customer perspective measures the customers perception of the company’s services. The
customer satisfaction is seen as the most important single measurement in the logistics industry
(Kucukaltan, et al., 2016). The case company has the NPS measurement system (Reichheld,
2003) in place and therefore the NPS gives the most direct customer feedback of the customer
satisfaction. However, the NPS score cannot be measured constantly and results in it may reflect
to the past performance. The NMT members and the employees both expressed a need to
measure the customer satisfaction with a high frequency and with KPIs enabling managing the
performance on a proactive manner. Therefore, the conclusion is that LSPs require KPIs which
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indirectly indicate how well customers are served. The OTD is seen as the best KPI to measure
is customer expectations fulfilled. This supports Kucukaltan, et al’s (2016) research result of
the OTD to be the second most important KPI after the customer satisfaction. However, the
OTD measures only one aspect of the service, is it delivered in time? The case study respondents
felt that it is as important to measure if the goods are delivered in a mint condition than to
measure the OTD. The respondents proposed two KPIs to measure the condition of the goods.
First, the ratio of the claims, and second, the value of the claims. The ratio of the claims
measures the ratio of orders with claims against the total number of the orders. The KPI shows
how many orders the case company can fulfill without any claim related incidents. It would be
impossible to avoid all incidents, and therefore there will always be some level of claims. Via
the value of the claims the case company can measure the magnitude of the claim related
incidents and aim to reduce it. As a conclusion LSP may predict its customer satisfaction by
measuring the OTD, and ratio and value of claims. The overall customer satisfaction can be
measured using the NPS.

The case study reflects well to the previous results of the financial KPIs for the logistics industry
where cost, profitability, sales growth and equity ratio have been seen as the most important
financial KPIs (Kucukaltan, et al., 2016). Similar KPIs were identified in the case company as
turnover growth, direct expenses, EBIT growth, conversion rate of EBIT to gross profit and
ROCE were identified as potential financial KPIs to the PMS. The financial KPIs represents
the groups expectations for the case company. Via the financial KPIs the case company may
evaluate if the results in other perspectives reflect as expected to the financial targets.

8.4

Discussion

It is important to acknowledge the term LSP is used to refer several type of companies such as
carriers, freight forwarders, warehouse operators etc. (Fabbe-Costes, et al., 2009). The case
study does only observe the PMS, KPIs and implementation models from a perspective of one
company operating as a freight forwarder, warehouse operator and offering other logistics
services. The results may not be valid for the LSPs which are operating i.e. as a carrier or have
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a more narrowed service portfolio. Therefore, further studies of PMS models for the different
type of LSPs are required.
Besides the services offered, the case company’s role as a subsidiary of a global group has a
significant impact to the PMS. The subsidiary role and how i.e. R&D responsibilities are
divided within the group impacted to the perspectives and KPIs to be measured. Therefore, the
results may not be fully applicable for LSPs which roles in their respective group differ from
the case company or for LSPs which are not operating as a part of a global corporation.
The case study’s subject was a PMS only for the national management level. However,
utilization in the different organizational levels may impact to the case study’s results. Already
the case study indicated that the company could benefit if the PMS would be extended to other
organizational levels of the company as the employees felt a PMS could improve the
information sharing among the different business units and teams. However, in the case study
didn’t research the PMS from the entire company perspective, and therefore the results may not
be fully applicable if a PMS would cover more organizational levels.

One of the main conclusions of the case study is the purpose of the PMS is in a key role when
deciding the framework, KPIs and the implementation model. Thus, the case study’s results
reflect to the case company’s purpose of the operational management. With a different purpose,
i.e. using a PMS as a strategy implementation tool, the results most likely would differ.
Therefore, the case study may not be fully applicable for LSPs looking a PMS for other
purposes than operational performance management.
When interpreting the case study’s results it must also be acknowledged that the PMS was not
fully implemented during the case study. The case company has defined a main purpose for the
PMS, critical success factors and identified potential KPIs for the PMS. However, the viability
of the proposed PMS and its implementation model have not been proven. Therefore, further
studies are recommended after the PMS implementation and used to evaluate the viability of
this research results.
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9

SUMMARY

This case study studies an LSP which is a subsidiary of a multinational logistics group. The
target if this study was to form a proposal of the PMS and its implementation process for an
LSP. In order to form the proposals, the following research questions had to be answered:
Which PMS frameworks, PMS implementation processes and KPIs are suitable for LSPs? The
case company provided an opportunity to research these questions since the case company
wanted to establish a PMS for its national management. During the case study it was defined
that the PMS should focus to the operational performance management.
The case study was conducted with semi structured interviews for the case company’s national
management team and to the employee level of the case company. The interviews were held as
group interviews. The national management team’s interviews consisted from two group
sessions. All national management team members, in total 8 persons, participated to both. The
employees were interviewed in eight different group sessions with approximately 10 persons in
each group. Questions such as the critical success factors, relevant perspectives of the PMS and
purpose of the PMS were asked from the national management team and the employees.

As a result, the following perspectives were identified: Internal processes, personnel, sales,
customer and finance. The first four perspectives could be seen as supportive measures of the
FPMS and the final, the finance perspective, as the core measures of the FPMS (Pekkola, et al.,
2016). The KPIs used to measure these perspectives consisted internal process efficiency, work
well-being, customer satisfaction and service quality and turnover and profitability growth
KPIs. For the PMS implementation following steps are proposed: Defining the main purpose
of the PMS, defining the critical success factors. defining the KPIs, testing the PMS with real
data, adapting the PMS in the management practices and defining a maintenance and
development methods for the PMS. The first three steps were conducted during the case study.

The case company had few unique characteristics which may have an impact to the results. The
case company offers freight forwarding services, is a subsidiary of a multinational corporation
and aimed to have a PMS for its national management. Therefore, further studies of PMS’ for
LSPs is recommended
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APPENDIX I

Appendix I Table 1
Group Interview of the Case Company’s Employees
Background:

The case company arranged events where the employees could get to know
the strategy and key initiatives in it and participate to planning the
initiatives in interactive discussion settings. The PMS initiative was
presented as a last in the event ensuring employees would be familiar with
the initiatives.

Research
setting:

1. 81 participants from an employee level to a middle management of
the case company
2. Participants were divided to 8 groups with 10.5 persons per group
in average
3. Each group had 20 minutes session to discuss of the PMS initiative
4. In the beginning of each session 2 members of the national
management team and the researcher gave a short introduction to
the PMS initiative
5. After the introduction the group was presented following questions:
a. What things we should follow/measure in order to know we
are succeeding?
b. What should you know of our company’s and your
department’s

and

team’s

operations/performance,

especially acknowledging the customer perspective?
c. What external information we would require?
d. How and how frequently you would like to receive the
measurement results?
6. The discussion was facilitated by the 2 members of the national
management team and the researcher. However, the groups were
not strictly guided to answer to the presented questions but free
discussion around the topic was allowed
7. The comments from each group was recorded by the researcher
8. The groups were unaware of the results of previous group’s session

APPENDIX I

Results:

Appendix I Figure 1

The groups made in total 106 comments regarding the PMS initiative. Some of the comments
were the repeated in several or all group sessions. For the statistical analyzes the comments
were categorized to 9 categories by the 2 national management team members and the
researcher. The categories were not predetermined but determined when analyzing the
conformities between the comments. Appendix I Figure 1 presents that 79 % of the comments
related to categories: Service Level, Resource Planning, Information Sharing and Work WellBeing and Satisfaction. Explanation of the categories and example comments are presented in
Appendix I Table 2.

Appendix I Table 2
Category

Explanation

Comments

Share

Cumulative

of the

(quantity)

(%)

Share (%)

35

33 %

33 %

Example Comments:

Category
Service Level

Comments

The response time to a

relating to

customer inquiry should be

evaluating the

measured, the delivery

service level

accuracy should be measured,
also service level towards
internal customers (other
departments and group
companies) should be
measured

Resource

Comments

20

19 %

52 %

Predictive workload forecasts

Planning

related to

are required, the effort spend

how

in value adding activities is an

measurement

important measurement

APPENDIX I

could be used
in the
resource
planning and
allocation
Information

Comments

17

Sharing

related to the

information sharing cross the

sharing the

departments, teams and

information

departments wish to have a

across the

more holistic view on the total

company

company
12

16 %

11 %

68 %

79 %

The KPIs should enable

Work Well-being

Comments

Employees satisfaction could

and Satisfaction

related to

be measured with a daily

measuring the

feedback tool using i.e.

work well-

smileys, often employees are

being and

only aware of the negative

satisfaction

feedback and with a PMS

among the

positive feedback could be

employees as

shared better which would

well the

have a good impact to the

impact of a

work satisfaction

PMS to this
area
Instant Customer

Comments

Feedback

related to a

be monitored instantly since

need to

traditional customer surveys

receive the

provide the information too

customer

late for the corrective actions,

feedback

the positive feedback should

instantly

be also shared instantly and to

since

everyone to enhance the

otherwise

positive behavior among the

corrective

company

actions are
not possible.
The
comments
were

8

8%

87 %

The customer feedback should

APPENDIX I

separated
from the
customer
satisfaction
category due
the dominant
feature of the
instant
feedback
expectation
Other Discussion

Comments

5

5%

92 %

It should be ensured that

and

everyone knows also other

discussion

than financial targets, it

which could

should be clear how the target

not be related

relate to everyone’s own tasks

to other
categories
Customer

Comments

4

Satisfaction

relating to

level is a good indicator of the

measuring the

customer satisfaction, a

customer

positive customer feedback is

satisfaction

a strong motivator
4

4%

4%

95 %

99 %

The customer loyalty/retention

Measuring

Comments

Win ratio of the made

Competitiveness

related to

quotations provides a good

measurement

view of the competitiveness

s which help
to evaluate
the company's
performance
against the
competition
Financial

Comments

Metrics

related to the
financial
performance
measurement
s

1

1%

100 %

Measuring profitability on a
customer level is important

